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WHAT THE

WORLD ^EEDS....

ANOTHER FANZINE
The vast number of requests I've received over the past few years for back 

issues of ENTMOOT has prompted me to issue this volume. My first thought was to 
actually reprint the four issues as they appeared, but the original stencils have 
long since been lost, some of the material was not reproducible, and much of it, 
upon rereading, seems hardly worth reprinting. Thus, THE BEST OF ENTMOOT.

Is history your bag? The title and concept for ENTMOOT came from Dave Hall, 
back in the spring of '65. Dave published the first issue in late June (Some months 
before the paperback LotH appeared) with me as co-editor, and it contained nothing 
of lasting value. I published the second issue in October, and it is represented 
here by the Simpson Tengwar mode. ENTMOOT 3 appeared in February of 1966, and the 
Evers, Brooks, and Mebane material is taken from it. The third issue was to have 
been published by Dave Hall, but the way things were going after the publication 
of the paperbacks, a development none of us had anticipated, caused him to resign 
his co-editorship, because he had nothing further to gain or contribute. By the 
time oi ENTMOOT h (August .-'66) the change in the nature of Tolkien fandom had be
come very widespread indeed, and it began to get to me. With the realization that 
it would take all my time to do the job properly, and that hundreds, perhaps thou
sands oi copies would need to be printed, I chose not to continue publication of 
ENTMOOT. . .

A few words about some of the contents of THE BEST OF ENTMOOT are in order.

ihe bulk oi the material in ENTMOOT was in the form of letters from the 
readers. After strictly editing the letter sections of everything superflous, 16 
pages worth remained, which had to be broken up for the sake of balance. I decided 
uo divide the letters into three sections on the basis of content, since most of 
laAuate^liscns^Inn"16^0 regard “e of .two topics anyway. There is a section of

-guage discussion, one on musical topics, and one of general material.

Don Simpson's- Tengwar mode was published because of a crying need for a single 
accepted system of transliteration. As you will see the readers, with the exception 
of a few who wanted to junk the idea altogether, found few quibbles with the system, 
and to date I have yet to see its equal. I again want to urge that this system be 
seriously considered by all who are interested in the subject of English-Elvish 
transliteration.

The poem "Hope" by Ned Brooks was submitted to me in two versions, Tengwar and 
Certar, I published them side by side for purposes of comparison. Criticism of my 
Certar version was heavy, and since my ability to write the Certar hasn't improved, 
I have left that rendition out of this voluimt. Take my word the Tengwar looks better.

"Aragorn: Myth Hero" is not the best article that wasn't published in Entmoot, 
but it is the best one that would have been, had there been a fifth issue.

Brooks' and Mebane's articles reflect the interest everyone had in the paper
back Tolkien books, which were just appearing. Besides their historical value, these 
articles contain much information of timeless worth.

The illustration on the back cover originally appeared in FEEMWLORT 2.



ENGLISH-TEN GWA R 
SYSTEM

by
DON SXMPSON

AS TOLD TO
GREG SH AW

SINCE THE LANGUAGE OF THE ELVES IS ONE OF THE HOST BEAUTIBUL LANGUAGES EVER 
DEVISED BY MAN, IT IS NOT SURPRISING THAT SO 7'ANY BANS HAVE HADE SUCH A THOROUGH 
STUDY OF THE SUBJECT. IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT, THOUGH SONETHING LITE $67 ELVISH 
L'CRDS FROM THE LORD OF THE RINGS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AND TRANSLATED, THEY DO NOT 
INCLUDE ENOUGH OB’ THE . ORE CO!-I‘ON TERMS OB’ EVERYDAY SPEECH TO ’ AKE IT PRACTICAL 
TO ATTEMPT TO LEARN TO SPEAK IN THE LANGUAGE. IT IS QUITE POSSIBLE, HO .EVER, TO 
ADOPT THE ELVES’ ./KITTEN CHARACTERS TO THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. MANY FANS BEGAN AT
TEMPTING TO DO THIS ALTER itEADING TOLKIEN’S BOOKS, BUT ? UCH CONFUSION SOON RESULT
ED BECAUSE A FEu WlRE TRANSLITERATING ON A LETTER-BY-IETTER BASIS, AND HOST OTHERS 
WERE DEVISING THEIR OLN PHONETIC SYSTE S. SINCE THE LATTER :7AS SO -IDELY POPULAR, 
I DECIDED IT jOULD BE BEST IB ME CHILD ALL AGREE ON A BASIC SYSTE’ , UHICH COULD 
BE MODIFIED SHOULD PROBLEMS ARISE. I SOUGHT OUT DCN SIMPSON, ONE OF b^DQ.’S 
GREATEST SCHOLARS, MHO HAD OVER THE YEARS EVOLVED a SYSTE ./HICH jAS aS CLOSE TO 
PERBECT aS COULD BE DESInED. THOUGH HE DECLINED TO WITE ABOUT IT HIMSELF, HE 
TAUGHT IT TO ME AND ALLOWED IE TO REVEAL' IT IN THE PAGES OF ENTMOGT. THE REoULl- 
ING ARTICLE, AHICH APPEARED IN THE THIRD ISSUE, APPEARS BELOIT:

Don Simpson has come up with a system of tchtar (vovrel-signs) which, when com
bined with the Tcngwar,' arc capable of representing phonetically any sound that 
occurs in the English language, and he has given me permission to tell you about it

Vie do not claim it is The Perfect System; but in all cases it is clearly and 
logically derived from Tolkien’s notes, and until someone comes up with a better 
one, which will probably be a long time, it will do quite admirably as a standard 
system to allow communication in the Fbanorean script between fans that was here
tofore cumbersome and impractical.



I’m going to try and explain this thing so that anyone can understand it. 
Whether you plan to carry it further and actually memorize the signs is up to you. 
Basically, •■/That we're doing is writing in the English language, but using differ
ent letters, letters which correspond to the sounds of the English letters. This 
might seem rather pointless, but the reason we do this is not simply that. Any 
set of esoteric marks will not do; the thing that has fascinated so many people 
is Tolkien's letters themselves. To the philologist, the Tengwar is obviously one 
of the most beautifully conceived, logical, consistent alphabets ever devised by 
man. In addition of course is the fact that the letters have an aesthetic beauty 
all their own. And though we're not all philologists, I think most of us can see 
hints of the splendor of--the Tengwar.... .

Included in this article are two tables. Table 1, the Tengwar, consists of 
the signs representing the consonants. Table 2, which is the most important part 
of the whole thing, is Don Simpson's tehtar. Actually, all that's needed to learn 
to read and write with these letters is these tables and Tolkien's Appendix E. 
The purpose of this article is merely tn explain it in simpler terms. However, 
you should read Appendix E in conjunction with this article unless you are already 
familiar with it.

TABLE L: The consonants. * t

This table is fairly self-explanatory. I might point out a few matters of 
usage, though. No. 8 should in all cases be a hard g. The 'soft g' of English 
being of course represented by #7* There is,.,no c, since in a phonetic language 
k or s can be substituted just as easily. No. ’15 is used for the sound at the be
ginning of the word 'there', and /,9 f^r the sound in 'think'. H is not used unless 
it is actually pronounced, as with all silent letters for that matter. Q is 
written as kw. W, like h, is only used when actually pronounced. X like q can be 
written witlFtwo other Tetters, ks. When s is pronounced like £, z should- be used. 
There is really no need to show doubled letters or silent e's at the end of words, 
although Tolkien has given us signs with which to do st. ~

Also'in'Table I ytu will see off to the right some variant forms tf stme of 
the letters. V/e did not make these up; Tolkien explains them. In the first box is 
shown a method of adding an s at the end of a word (only!). This trick works with 
any of the first 2U letters of the Tengwar, and when the final s sounds like a z 
you can of course substitute-a backwards z for the backwards s in the example. The 
next box shows how you can represent two consonants with one and a sign. If you 
look at Grade £, you see that they are all 'nasal' sounds: n, m, ng. The rule here 
is that vhen one of these nasals is followed by one of the consonants above it 
in the same grade--,(altho we only apply it to those in the first two grades) then 
that consonant can be simply written with a bar, or tilde, above it to imply the 
preceeding nasal. Which brings up a point I ought to mention. The last example, 
nfr, which is actually ngk, represents the sound at the end of the word 'think'. 
This should be otnrious; I think it is fairly easy to see that the * in 'think 
has the same sound as the ng in 'song'. The third box shows a method of doubling 
letters, which we seldom use- in our phonetic system. The next box shows that 
two nnderposed dots represents a following y (and i, too, when at the end nf a 
word ). The next three boxes are three forms Tolkien tells us about for 
representing various common words. The last box is self-explanatory.

TABLE 2: The vowels

Now v/e come to the vowels, vhere things get a bit hairy. Of course, this is 
where the whole problem lies. Tolkien gives us vowel signs, but not nearly 
enough for a truly phonetic system, and it is nbvious that we're going, tn have tn 
make up more. Well, with’ everybody making up their own tehtar, only chats can re
sult. But if a system such as this can be accepted as standard, all our problems 
are solved.





The basic idea of the vowel signs is: in the writing 01 the Tengwar all 
consonants are written the way we write our language, but the vowel sounds 
are represented by various signs, generally located above the consonants.

In Table II, the most important signs (and really the only ones-you need 
memorize) are the first 13. The others seldom occur, and anyway are merely a matter 
of combining two signs to represent a sound that is the combination ci two . .
vowels. Now there isn’t really too much to explain here, but this section is im- 
portant because I'm asking you to accept these values, see how they were logically 
derived from Tolkien's (if you are somewhat of a scholar in this area and need 
official justification for them), and agree to use them should you decide to co 
anv experimentation or communication within this fielo, lor the simp e sa e o 
orderliness. The punctuation marks on this table are merely helpful suggestions 
and you needn't feel bound too rigidly with these in usage.

In Table II you will see three columns, each with three subcolumns. In each 
ctlumn the 3 subcolumns are, left to right: (a) the English letter(s); (b) an 
English word with the sound of the vowel within it and underlined; an {cj .e 
actual sign or tehta.

Practical Applications:

The whole point of this article is to teach you how to read and write this 
stuff, so I’d better explain a few things about how it's done. First of all, the 
most basic matter is deciding what mode to use. We know about three different 
modes: Beleriand, Quenya and Sindarin. /e know, however, very little about t e 
first, so it is for reasons of simplicity ignored. Quenya and Sindarin were the 
two Elvish languages of riddle Earth in the Third Age, and although uhey -,e^® 
separate languages, they used the same ’written letters, although they used tuem 
differently. Host dabblers in this area have chosen Sindarin, because we know 
more about it, because it is easier to use, and because it iits the iLnglish^lan. 
guage for purposes of transliteration quite well, as witness the fact that 10 xien 
used it on his title-page inscription. The main differences between the w..o mo va 
are that 1) in Quenya the vowel sign was placed above the preceeding consonan 
while in Sindarin it is placed above the foilowing consonant. The reason for tni^ 
is that most Quenya words ended in vowels and thus had no following consonant in 
the case of final vowels, and in Sindarin most words ended in consonants; au~ 
2) the tehtar in Quenya are the same as those in Sindarin, but their values c>re 
reversed. Thus the signs for o and u are reversed, and also those for £ and 
At any rate, the point is that we have chosen Sindarin, and again we're asking 
you to accept this.

Now the first thing to do when writing in Tengwar is to pronounce the <crd, 
aloud or to yourself, enunciating each phoneme (sound) as clearly as you * * 
gardless of the English spelling, this is a phonetic system ano you sho^ 
the appropriate sign for each phoneme in the word, and write t em xn o^ • -- 
first, you will probably want to write all the consonants in or er easier
back and add the vowel signs in the proper places, altnoug you may XJ- " e
to do it all as you go along, too. Remember that the vowel sign goes a- -
consonant that follows it. Example, the word'think'i You would write trie -g , 
the ng sign, and the k sign, and put the ii tehta over the ng.

By the way, you may have noticed that in Table I, #s 29 and 30, and //s cl 
and 33, have the same values, and are the same, only Cupside down. this is 
because #s 30 and 32 are to be used with tehtar aoove them.
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; For a good example of Ten'gwar writing, look at the ring inscription oh p. 59 
of the hardcover Fellowship of the Ring.I prefer, to write this way, but I*ve '

J noticed that almost-all beginners find it easier to write their letterse^parately, 
unconnected. This is CK, but as you becomemore proficient try 'to connect your 
letters., You will also noting in this inscription the' fact that the ’bows’ of 

( , all the letters are aligned horizontally, regardless of whether the ’stem’ goes 
up or down. Tgis is always true of all the letters except 1 (#27)* Note hew 
Tolkien places it. , “

A bit of logic behind Table II is the. fact that in cases of a tehta that is 
two or more tehtar combined, they are read (or pronounced) from tOp to bottom* 
You can see this in many of the examples op the chdrt, and using this knowledge 
you can extrapolate other signs from this system to represent any sounds For , 
example, hw would you write/the word 1 tired’? It is not pronounced ’ty-redr as 

sit’s spelled, but ’ty-epd* which is 2 vowel sounds in a row. So to represent this 
in Fbanorean, you wpuld, have to put the ai diamond Above the r sign, and for the ,
other vowel you woyld of ^course. use the u7(as in bird), Which"is a dot underneath. 
To someone reading it, • he would pronounce the /adi first, then the u, and then the 
r. Thus vowel signs are always read; from tbp tcTbottom, and all vowel sighs about 
a consonant- are pronouncedbefore the .consonant-itself, except in the case of 
the ‘following y’ sign. ) V ? J

Iiiihen a vowel occurs at the end of a word, we must use what is called a 
’carrier’, which fs nothing .more than■ p, sign that the tehta can be placed over to 
take the place of the consonant that isn’t there. You can aiap use a carrier 
within a word should you. be confronted with some wild vowel combination that it 

- is simply impossible to get entirely' over ope consoriaht. In A case like that you 
would put the first vowel pvep a carrier and the others'about the consonant. At 
the end of a word you merely tack the carrier on. There are two types of carriers, 
the long carrier and the short carrier. According to Tolkien the long carrier 
looks like <an undotted English J, and the short carrier is merely a shorter 
version. The long carrier IS used. for;long vowels, the short carrier for short 
ones. Very simple., An example Of the short carrier can be seen oh that same p. f?9

- inscription in the word ishi. And (j aldo,notice in this inscription a point I' 
ought to make about the trick of using a tilde to represent a proceeding nasal 
consonant. T/hen you are using this, and a vowel sign must also go above the 
consonant, the vowel sign Should be placed above the tildes never vice versa.

I can think of only one last incidental comment that needs to be made. In 
showing Table It to Various people., I have, frequently met with some copfusion 
regarding the last subcbluhih ph the oxtreme right ,ofzthe page. I/had thought it 
clear that trie rectangular hhap.esJ-that appeAr^ifttnih mariy of t the signs there/ are 
intended to indicate the position of the cohdonant with relation to whatever, / 
vowel, is being demonstrated, but evidehtaliy it Wasn’t so clear; THERE ARE NO 
RECTANGLES, IN THE ELVISH LANGUAGE. ihppe that ‘will be clear enough., '

• r jell, I can’t thihk of^mubh more to tell you. You should now be Able;to 
read and write theTengwar, if "somewhat laboriously. Mth' a little practice, if 
you are seriously interested, it will be’ the simplest, thing in the world. L





THE LANGUAGES OF PIDDLE EARTH

THE ARTICLES ABOUT TOLKIEN'S LANGUAGES GENERATED A GREAT uEAL OF READER RESPONSE. 
HEREWITH ARE THE BEST OF THE COT" ENTS ON THIS SUBJECT.

<

JUNE If. KONIGSBERG

The tehtar are quite good— they make it a little more possible to read the 
Tengwar. Kalimac Brandagamba and I don't agree at all on the Angerthas, so maybe 
with the tehtar, we can get some agreement out of the Tengwar. I do not understand 
Greg's comment about the u-curl should have been doubled on the cover. I have 
searched the table of the tehtar, and failed to find anything, single or double, 
that looks like that single thing on the cover. If it's a u-curl, it's backwards 
and a few other things, too.

-/l suppose I should' have said something regarding the shape of the tehtar. 
The shape is a very loose thing. As long as the general characteristics oi the 
tehta are preserved, it can be written many different ways. For example, the "u" 
curl can be written cQ or 22 or or any other way you want to write it as long 
as it curls to the left. Thus, though the u-curl on the cover of /, 2 was drawn 
thusly: °\ it could as easily have been written: . The precise shapes of any
of the letters or tehta of the tengwar is a very flexible thing. Compare, for in
stance, the ring inscription and the title page Tengwar. The letters are the same 
but it takes careful scrutiny to arrive at that conclusion.

-/One other thing has come up that I would like to explain, and it concerns 
the question of how one would write actual Elvish words as given in Lord of the 
Rings with this system, and still indicate the frequent apostrophes, accent 
marks and diaereses, which could be easily confused v.ith and terribly difficult 
to write with the tehtar. After some deliberation I came to the conclusion, as 
have Dan Alderson and others, that for the writing of Elvish words the "ode of 
Beleriand, as shown in the best-gate inscription, must be used. In this system, 
the vowels are represented by regular letters in series with the consonants, just 
as in English, and thus the various phonetic signs can easily be placed above. 
The mode of Beleriand is very easy to work with. The same letters of the regular 
Tengwar can be used, though they are formed slightly differently on the ’.est-.-ate 
inscription. If you are interested enough you can easily figure it out from the 
inscription if not the plain old Tengwar is OK to use. The vowel signs can also 
be derived from perusal of the various writings on the best-gate, but for your



convenience they are listed below:
(a) is O'
(e) is Az G. 35 of the Tengwar)
(i) is 'd (the short carrier)
(o) is 'Of (#23 of the Tehgwar)
(u) is O (#36 of the Tengwar)

—/if there are any further questions, I’ll be glad to explain further, but I 
think it’s pretty simple/-

HARRY EARNER, JR.

The Simpson-Shaw article frightens me a little. How can I maintain my loc 
reputation if I must begin to learn -iddle Eart? penmanship to understand what I m 
to comment on? However, anyone who i.s young and energetic enough to indulge in 
this has my blessings . But will the Fbanorean script be comprehended by an ’“Irxshman 
when written by an American? The language barrier between this country and the 
British Isles is already severe, and if each breed of fans writes in Middle Barth 
letters according to its own understanding of how English is pronounced....!

-/This is the major prodem. however I am assuming that those whose accent 
deviates markedly from standard American pronunciation, if they want to communicate 
in Tengwar, will refer to a dictionary. But then, I don’t think that use of the 
Tengwar would ever catch on on a large enough scale to make this a serious problem. 
There are very few people interested in this rather specialized area of study— 
and there have been no problems yet./-

BANKS MEBANE

Don Simpson’s mode for representing English in the Elven letters seems to be 
usable. I (and my dictionary) have a few quibbles with the tehtar, but since I’m 
not about to try to revise Don’s system, I won’t go into them. I do have a few 
suggestions with the Tengwar. De have two symbols, 21 and 25, to represent ”r”. 
Tolkien says that 25 was used for the Vfull” trilled "r" and 21 for a weaker ”r”. 
There is no trilled “r" in English (except for Scotsmen); .so I suggest that 25 be 
used for the usual English "r" and 21 for the weaker " ^colored vowel” that occurs 
before consonants and after ”e”. Thus 25 would be used for the ’’r’s” in "retro
spect", and 21 for the ”r’s” in ’’either" and "harm", thd pronunciation of "r" 
probably varies more among educated speakers of English than does any other 
letter, so it probably doesn’t really matter which is used. Since the sounds 
represented by 26 and 28 do not occur in English, I suggest that these symbols be 
used for "rd" and "Id" (as Tolkien tells us was done in Quenya).

NED BROOKS

I have a couple of nits to pick on in the Simpson-Shaw system of the FSanorian 
letters. In the discussion of the Tengwar, I cannot see that "nk" is really "ngk" 
or that the "n" in "think" has the same sound as the "ng" in."song". -/’Veil, don’t 
take my word for it. Consult your Funk & Dagnail’s/- Phopeyt Also, why not use 
the presently unused #21i for "nk" in analogy with the use of fab for "g" and #20 
for "ng"? That is, #2l| is to #U (k) as #20 (ng) is tn #8 (g). Also, I might suggest 
that tne symbol for "y" as in "you", #23, could take a tilde to represent the 
sound "ny" as in "canyon." -/Both these suggestions sound okay, as do Mebane’s. 
De’11 have to wait and see if Don has any comments on it./-

As to the tehtar, I think there are too many. I cannot distinguish between the .. 
sounds "sat", "bear", and "there". My Webster dictionary makes no distinction 
between "Bear arid"~there" tho it claims that the "a" sound in "sat" is different.



14
-/of course it is. You evidentally pronounce "sat" and "set1 the same way. 

It never occurred to me that you might have a '• mouthern-fried" accent. Changes my 
whole image of you. Very interesting./-

I think on the tehtar you are caught between two extremes. The 22 vowel sounds 
are too many for a real language such as English in which you just have to know 
that "boot" and "foot" are pronounced differently, and not enough for a truly 
phonetic (but artificial) •’representation as -ebsters differentiates 33 different 
vowel sounds whereas you really onlv have 21 since the "iii" sound in "being" is 
really two different sounds. In the interest of simplicity, I would suggest cut
ting down the number of tehtar to what Tolkien gives.

-/./hat Tolkien gives is not sufficient. I too was rather confused by many of 
Don's tehtar until I decided that many of them, such as the "iii" in "being", 
were on the chart for the purpose of indicating how the tehtar for different vowel 
sounds are combined. At least I hope so—I find that in writing, only the first 
13 are needed, except in rare special cases. The other tehtar you can assume are 
relatively unimportant and are on the chart for reference. I hope Don will comment 
on this, since I'm not exactly sure what he means in many cases myself, not having 
the knowledge of languages that he does./-

nOh SIPPSON

The presentation of my Tengwar system is very good. Dan Alderson has suggest- 
; following letter or under the proceeding letter ined putting the tehtar over the 

the same system:

op
or

-/This is fine, except 1) it is an unnecessary complication; I find that the 
need to use the carrier does not occur that oiten that it causes me any difficulty; 
and 2) something just doesn't look right about that o-curl underneath. The shape 
of that tehta tends to make me feel that the base of it should be connected to 
something; there!ore, in reading I would eith'r tend to associate it with the line 
below and get confused, or be constantly bothered by the feeling that something 
looks wrong with it. But let's see what the other experts say. At any rate, if 
someone wants to use it, there it is./- 

DICK PLOTZ

marks anyway so I won't transliterate it, but I have comments. You claim Tolkien 
uses that symbol for consonantal and not vjbwel "y"— perhaps he does in his person
al correspondence to you, but not in LotR. He doesn't use it at all in the book. 
And in the appendix he does not specify. he already have a perfectly good symbol 
(#23) for consonantal "y" and the two underposed dots are very convenient and very 
logical to use at the end of a word for foil owl pg ”>”• h.jw often do you find a 
consonantal "y" at the end of a word, I Lick?/-



MARK MANDEL 15
Ned Brooks: No. 22j. shouldn’t be used for ”nk" as No. 20 is for "ng" because 

No. 20 isn’t used for "ng", at least not the way you seem to think. No. 20 is used 
for in "song" — which is phonetically notated b) (cf. ")goldo" ,III-li01 ; also 
the word "ring" in the title-page Tengwar, written y tZT )—not for "ng-g" (Tpg) in 
"hunger" or "song-gatherer", which is written^ . Your idea of using 6cfor "ny" 
is good, except that it's unnecessary: No. 19 (cot) already covers that sound and 
is there for anyone to use. -/and also it doesn't fib Tolkien's rule covering use 
of the "proceeding 'n'" sign./-

The mode of Beleriand is not a necessity for writing Eldarin; in fact, in 
tyellar 5 and 6 it runs contrary to the standard spelling of Quenya as explained 
in Part III of Appendix E in the Ballantine edition. The diacritical marks used in 
transcribing Elven-tongues into Rome-letters are mostly unnecessary in the original 
scripts: diaereses are superfluous, accents are handled by the andaith (long mark; 
acute accent), in the mode of Beleriand, and the long carrier or double tehtar in 
others; and I think the apostrophe is used in Quenya to mark letters of the tyelpe- 
tima (cf. HI-398) and in Sindarin transcription to separate an ng between two 
vowels from the one before it (III-339)* To prove my point I enclose a Hymn to 
Elbereth (1-250) (Sindarin) and the first section of Galadriel's Farewell-song, 
written in tengwar with vowel-tehtar (Quenya). -/looking over your examples, I see 
what you mean, though I still think there's something to be said for the use of 
the mode of Beleriand./-

EARL E. EVERS

Funny things happen to me, weird even by fannish standards. Various fans have 
pointed out the similarity of the Elven tongue to the Finnish language in written 
and phonic structure, but I paid little attention to this last Christmas when I 
bought a typer. Guess what language the instruction manual was written ini Now 
there are some strange fannish legends about foreign-language instruction manuals 
coming ’with typers and dupers, but Finnish?

And the structure of Finnish on the printed page, both word-endings and general 
appearance, is strikingly similar to Tolkien's "artificial" languages. Nov; if I 
only had access to a Finnish-English dictionary to find out if Quenya and its de- 
rivitives are some form of Finnish in meaning as well as in structure, I'd be 
closer to figuring out just what JRitT is getting at with the twenty or so years of 
his life he’s spent on the Ring and Middle Earth. The deeper I go into Tolkien, the 
more 1 suspect he's gone the way of Jonathon Swift and Tolkien's own friend C.S. 
Lewis. Not to mention Richard S. Shaver and Ray Palmer. I mean creating a fantasy 
so realistic you come to believe in it.

Notice how the whole Middle Earth background turned from pure fairy-tale fan
tasy. in the Hobbit to psi-oriented and fairly believable SF in the Lord of the Rings 
And if Tolkien, as rumored, completely rewrites LOR, I'll bet he tries to make it 
even more realistic by eliminating the Ents and the Eagles and a lot of the other 
pure fantasy devices.

I'm surprised how few fans have noticed the similarity between the Ring and 
the Shaver 1 ystery.. as the Ring stands, it tries to tie in legend with orthodox 
science and Fortean science and produce a "True History of Man of Earth", exactly 
as Shaver and Palmer tried to do. And Tolkien has done the more plausable if less 
comprehensive job of the two.

If blven is indeed Finnish, well, Finnish is the "mystery language" of the Eur
opean language area. And I faintly recall hearing somewhere that Finnish legend or 
folk belief includes dark-haired, grey-eyed "god-friends" among the original fore
bears of the I'inns . Numenoreans, descended fvorn the Rangers in Mmes after the 



close of the LOR who migrated north with receding glaciers?

Again, I haven't seen much mention of this in fannish conjecture on the actual

which later became the Irish and English channels, much of the mediterranean 
dry land, and there was even a great river in the position o ..

Notice how Tolkien uses legend to explain mysteries of,s0^n=® 
i'nst of the "magic" in the LOR sounds like an account of psionic wa^fa , • 
psionically gifted E^ves on one side and various telepathic alien on the^ther.
Quite obvious behind the scenes are glimpses of his basic theoy.- »mind over
eciallY the Valar, represent a culture much advanced in the.science of mind over 
matter", using both native and artificially augmented psionics, /oven into this 
a storv of culture-control of the various races of men, and close behm , 
between the Elves and the Bad: Guys for the right to shape the destinies’ “ ’hgld
this context it becomes obvious that the Bad:.Guys won - why else did the Ring 
bv the Elven lords become visible? The men of the time may not have asked question, 
when the Elves said they were compelled to flee to the undying lan , user-
makes the reason obvious. They threw everything they had against Sauron, the 
vant or emissary" and then feot the Hell out before Sauron's master arrived.)

And notice how the Orcs resemble Neanderthal Jen, the Hobbits ^ittle Feople% 
etc. Tolkien develops this resemblance quite fully and in a lot of detail 
tie in a lot of loose ends. Note likewise his incorporation of names from 
ious cosmologies of European myth.

I'd like to see some Hebate on the above - it would make for a bit more inter- 

point I brought up, but I don't have access to the material so I 11 1 
others if anyone is interested.

English'''dictionary°0andna^bookSon^how'1to,learn°Finnish^rltSmust?admi?rltadoes^bSear^^ 

^uXand ^aSshun:hbl°e^othfeined 1 dd find a character

in Finnish legend named Ilmarinen, however./-

BANKS IjSBANE
If Ned Brooks has difficulty hearing the "ng" in "-think”, let "thing"

nounce the word but stop before the "k" . The result sounds a lot more like thing 

than like "thin".

Ned's further comments in his letter point out hoj phoneticrater Vir- 
regional accents. I've talked to Ned several times, and he ® accent
ginia variant of General Southern, mixed with Southern Highland. HiSortho.nac 
converts the vowel in "sat" into a diphthong and it removes the r color g d a 

. broadens the diphthong in "there"; he doesn't pronounce "sat" like set ^that s 
different diphthong), but he does use the same vowel-sound in sat and there.

After nearly driving myself crazy listening to myself Pronounce I^closl In^l 
mv suggestion about the "r" tengwar is valid. - if my pronunciation is close ei. o 
to General American. Tenga 25 would be used for fricative "r" ("retrospect'),^21 
would be used both for frictionless "r" ("for", "harm") and for the r colored _ . 
fl" ("murder", "here", "there"). Don Simpson's mode works out so tnat 21 ... ■ -
have an X^osed dot when it represents r-coloring and will lack the dot when it 
is frictionless "r". I suppose he must have taken all this into account al y, 
I am only duplicating what he has thought through before me.



DON SIMPSON 17
About Tengwar: I agree with rebane's suggestion that 2£ be used for regular 

"r” (as in "retrospect") and 21 for the "r-colored vowels" of "either" and "harm." 
In Bell's "Visible Speech" there were 3 glides, an R-glide and Y and 7 glides; the 
R-glide would be 21 and his regular R-symbol 2£. (either-3 retrospect-C1X—

cT; it's all diagrammatic—in "QI'S "G7" means "point of tongue";"!'" 
means "vocalized"; and in the vowels "1" is "high back" (the small "T" is a "high 
front vowel glide") while "X" is a "low front" vowel: I recommend Bell's book). 
I disapprove of using 26 & 28 for "rd" and "Id". I even hesitate at 3 & 7 which I 
feel can be rendered by 1-t 11 and 5-tl5> respectively. Keep them for voiceless R & L 
unless a better suggestion is suggested. Brooks' suggestion of 2k for "nk" I loathe 
on similar grounds: "ng" in "sing" is one sound, written with two letters because 
English has no letter for it; "nk" in "think" is two sounds, the sound of "ng" in 
"sing" plus a "k" sound. The analogy "NK:N: :NG:G" is false. I suggest we ignore 
2k. Brooks' other suggestion- a tilde over 23 for the "ny" in "canyon" is logical 
and harmonious, and I second it. You are right about my tehtar chart. I use seven 
tehtar. Five are those Tolkien uses. One is his "A" tehta inverted for "a" in "sat". 
Cne is for the "uh" sound - I have been using a dot under the letter, but I will 
probably be switching to a slanting mark like the "e" mark ( X) only the slant will 
he opposite (\ ). All others on the chart are combinations for long sounds or diph
thongs (English is chock-full of diphthongs). I don't think Brooks pronounces "set" 
and "sat" alike - "bear" and "bar" is more likely. "Bare" rhymes with "air" for me, 
but "bear" is more a run-together "bay-are." How do you pronounce "Beorn"?

I don't think that the over-following-or-under-preceeding-letter placement for 
the tehtar is a complication (my using a do~under the following letter for "uh" 
was a complication- this removes it), but it is un-necessayy. If I adopt it I shall 
invert the "o" ano "u" curls. If I don't adopt~it, it will be because, as you say, 
there may be confusion as to which line a tehta belongs to.

About "riddle-Earth": I hear the Chinese call China the "Middle Kingdom" and 
various American and African tribes use similar terms. And why do vze call China 
"Eastern" v.hen it's closer to the west? Because England (Greenwichj specifically) 
is the middle of the Earth- to the English.

I have devised a system of punctuation for Tengwar which is harmonious with 
the letter shapes and complete even to quasi-quotes. Dan Alderson has the only copy 
at present. However, you need not use the mode of Beleriand. For numerals, I suggest 
using the letters, as in Greek or Hebrew, with 36 as zero. This needs more thinHng 
on.

FRED HOLLANDER

The problem of writing and understanding the Tengwar script is not as great as 
it might seem. Mainly because, even if the person writing uses different pronuncia
tions for some of the words, the person reading it can also use that pronunciation 
as he reads the letter. Since they are often alike, and since any that are real 
stumpers can be figured out from context, the problem will not be too bad. In fact 
it is even better in some ways than normal English, since an accent of any sort can 
be expressed in the spelling of the words a good deal better than it can in English. 
This would mean that any such communication would also carry over the personality of 
the speaker better than in the normal mode.

INGRID VCN ESSEN

I agree with Rick Brooks that if enough knowledge of Elvish could be gotten, 
the Tengwar were best reserved for that. It's too dependent on pronunciation to be 
adapted to a language like English with so many regional dialects. Anyway, I have 
both an American and a British accent, phony of course but* about equally bad sol 



can feel objective, and I don’t quite like the thought of tengwar that reads like 
American. The sounds of the New 'Vorld seem singularly unfit for riddle Earth, xdter 
all, Tolkien himself is English. -/Zounds! I never looked at it that way oefore./ 
v/hen you read LotR, do you really hear, say, Aragorn speaking with an American ac
cent? -/Hesitant as I am to admit it, yes I do/- I could more easily accept British 
RP transcribed in tengwar. But I suppose it’d be unnatural to lots of people. (I 
realize that since they didn’t speak English anyway I’m being rather ridiculous. 
But still.) If Disney gets hold of LotR I’ll throw stones at the American embassy.

JOHN CLCSSEN

I am somewhat puzzled by the controversy current over how best to adapt the 
characters of the Tengwar to the writing of English. Everyone whose comments I have 
read seems to favor some more or less phonetic version, ranging from various make
shifts to the fairly rigorous and consistent (but also complex) systems devised by 
some whose knowledge of linguistics is fairly exact. Even those who deplore this 
trend have failed to offer what seems to me the obvious solution.

To begin with, there are two major and somewhat interlocked objections to a 
highly phonetic solution. Cne, since pronunciation of English varies from place to 

place in the U.S. and U.K., it follows that usage in phonetic spelling will vary 
similarly. The solution to this would be to devise a linguisticly exact uniform 
spelling convention. At least two such systems have been published that I know, of; 
there are doubtless many more. Dhich brings me to objection number two: to begin 
with, students of linguistics learn to distinguish explicitly between sounds, with 
a subtlety somewhat beyond the concern of many, and even the ability of some .to 
acquire. The difficulty of having to be able to spell everything accurately in the 
international phonetic alphabet or the like before essaying to write the same in 
phonetic Elvish should be obvious enough. In addition, does fan X ol Littleville, 
Georgia render a phonetic equivalent of his own local dialect (objection Cne again, 
or of the King’s English, with which he is perhaps not accurately familiar, or in 
some mythical American Standard known only to speech department faculties in Noith- 
eastern U.S. Finally: ever try to teach anyone Tengwar? There are a hell of a lot o± 
people who would love to learn it but balk at the idea of having to take a shoru 
course (for some, not so short’.) in linguistics first.

There is, however, at least one aspect of English with which every literate 
user of the language is familiar- or should be, and will readily admit it - and thau 
of course is the spelling. True, spelling variations exist especially between US 
and UK, but these are minor and moreover are tabulated in most dictionaries. Now tne 
spelling of English is wildly unphonetic - a linguistic nightmare. BUT IT IS Y/IDELi 
KNOjN AND ACCEPTED’’ Therefore, why not spell the FSanorean version as nearly like 
written English as possible? This is no more difficult than devising an elaborate, 
phonetic system. If a phonetic system must be devised, why not adapt one for writing 
something like a generalized international phonetic alphabet, applicable to any 
modern language? After all^ what is to happen when Tolkien is eventually translated 
Arabic Tengwar maybe? Japanese Tengwar? Urdu or Hindi or Telugu Tengwar? I foresee 
much delightful work for the scholars.

Another problem comes to mind, however, which may prove far more serious.than 
divergent spellings, and this is the use of contractions, abbreviations, atypical 
ligatures and other incunabula. I have devised some of these, but have kept my in
ventive urges in check somewhat, since I did not wish to become illegible to my 
correspondents. The end result of this trend might Easily be a script with few.or 
no phonetic equivalents, or at least no strict phonetic equivalents - and not in die 
original sense in which Tolkien says the Tengwar was devised either, as an illus. 
tration,.^Let us take the conjugation of a verb. In Tengwar, the verb run is will- 
ten: By devising a set of signs (we might call them ’radicals’ — sound 



familiar?) to indicate various tenses, these could be written without bothering 
about the spelled endings at all. They would have no definite phonetic value, the 
silent reader simply recognizing them as tense radicals, and the reader aloud speak
ing the appropriate sounds for the spoken tenses. Since there would be only one 
such set, the written conjugations of all verbs would be perfectly regular, regard
less of the variety of the spoken forms. Similarly for comparison of adjectives, and 
so on. Some point of balance would have to be arrived at between the spoken and 
written forms, but that would be up to the writer. Surprisingly few symbols would 
be needed, and they would be of use for any languages whose structures might more 
or less correspond. The advantages of such an international syncretic script are 
interesting to consider. There might exist a single written language, whose symbols 
would be pronounced, if at all, in the reader’s own speech, whatever it was, the 
Symbols having no unique phonetic value. Of course, arbitrary values might be as
signed, producing a spoken language which ebuld be written in any script, as long as 
variant writings (like Tengwar—) survived-.

Meariihile we all go on devising and defending our own particular, preferences 
m crypto-fbanorean...

-/ "There was of course no 'mode' for the representation of English. One 
adequate phonetically could be devised from the F^anorian system.... ” 
—J.R.R. Tolkien, III-bOO (U99). .ith little desire to further prolong 
this argument, I merely submit that Tolkien's apparent belief that it 
would be a worthwhile thing to do (and which he didn't do himself only 
because it was unnecessary in the context of Kiddle Earth) is suffic
ient justification for those who wish to Work out phonetic systems. /-



I The shore is not so near now
Its roaring is so dim
I only hear it sometimes

' In the rushing of the wind

\ For loved am I as Lady
s Of a land both high and free

With every green and growing thing
And One elf-tended Tree

. ' f

And loved am I by many
And loved am I by one 

j And night and day am happy
Under Gondor's moon and sun

II But in season after sunset
Ere the night is come fullblown 
High and pale the Evenstar 
Rides fair above the Lhun

And my gaze is drawn far Westward 
And the curse of Elven Eyes .
Reveals the grey sails fading 
O'er the endless Western Seas

Those Westron seas still ageless 
As outlived a thousand shores 
Though my time is days and seasons 
And no more the Eldar's years.

Ill Then night runs deep and the Elven-stars 
Earendil’s lofty bier,
Recall the longfame of my line 
And I feel the stars of fire

And I dare not lift my eyes more
- To the Elven-jeweled sky
.'2, For the stars are still as old now,

The stars are still as high

Then I will my long-eyes Northwards
But the land cures not my pain 
For I still see rolling Ocean 
In the grasses of Rohan.

IV Then my thoughts are carried backward 
To that unforgotten day
When tears hid midst the laughter 
As the White Ship sailed away

And I yearn with all my power . 
Towards the Land Forever Green
And there wings a thought in answer 
And it tries t.o weave' a scene ;

A scene of ages long to come- .
Which the change-winds may yet bring 
"In the meads of fair Tasarinan, 
The willow meads in Spring..."



ABS^BACT: Although it'need notbe Prof ess orTolkien’sintenti on, ' * , . ( >
Aragorn’s history follbws £ pattern comparable to that -

'found in the histories of most of the world’s mythical '
; y^eroesa . (For this thesis* the pattern is that drawn MP ‘-1

■, t 'by L6rd Raglan* ’ ' ... > <.. > / ?•< - '' /
' ' ' - J . ■■ 't , ' ' . ' . - ' i ’ •< > . • J’- .. \

. In his analytic "book, The_ Herb, Lord Raglan lists twenty-two. pointswhich are 
shared by mythical heroes" and heroic .gods /Greek, Latin, Hebraic, Africany Geltic 

. : and Germanic myth* This list', essentially agreed upon by most mythoi ogis ts ,. has, f 
according to'its author, basis in ancient ritual for the installation of,kings. Some 
mythoiogists, notably Robert Graves, add that these kin^ship rituals date from the 

' period of v the Old Stone Age or early in the'Neolithic when ancient matriarchal . 
socleties were being replaced by those ruled by kings . Kingship was then matrilin
eal, and reign was limited to an astronomically significant period/ j

’ ' T . ' - \ ■ 1 : " ■ • • . ., . / ! ' . i .

. z. - Aragorh’Sphistory corresponds with at least; thirteen of Lord Raglan’s points? 
a good average* This does not necessarily mean that Professor Tolkien was influenced 
by Lord Raglan, but that. The Lord of the Rikgb has every reason to be as effective 
as it is, if Based oxi mybhip and poetic traditibncwhich has been with us since the 
PaOleolithic Age* . . ■ , ) . , ,

n J'" . > > . , ./ : \ !\/ Ze \ <
Lord Raglan’s list of twenty-two points common toberdes in.myth:

1 Th® ‘ hero’s mbther>is. a royal virgin* - ' \ -
2 z His • father is king, and > > * / 1 \
37 Often a-uiear relative of Jhis mpthpr, but 1 L .. \

, h The circumstances- of his conception are tihusualjvand' ' .
5 He is also reputed to be the son.' of a^ gpd.. _ _ ! ? z j , • . ■
6 At his birth, an atteip.pt is made, usually by his father or maternal grandfather.

1 - to kill him, but ? • • >- \ J’ / < , J
* z 7 He is’rspiritejd away, arid , 7 /> \
■ 8 Reared by foster parents in a far country. , ’ /• , ■

■ ... 9 t We are jt old-.nothing of his childhood, but, x ;
*•' 10 Op "reaching manhood/he returns or . goes to his future kingdom*

11 After a victory oyer the king and/br- a.giant, dragon, or5wild beast,.
12 He marries a princess, often the, daugiitnr pf his predecessor, and - *

■■ , • 13 Becomes king.-: ; ’ ' ■ ' ' ' ' •
*14 Fdr a; time he ^lesz^eyentfully, and, / x
1Prescribes laws, but t "■ •' . ; r •• , V ' •>

atteip.pt


16 Later he loses favor with the gods and/or his subjects, and •' > .. y - -
17 Is driven from the throne and city, after which/ x , ' , „ '

* 18 He,'me^ts with- a„mysteriousj death,. „ v > ' X J: \ . 1/, \/\ •'I’-*';
19 Oftpn optop of "a hill* f" - ■/ ■' ' . y. ' /”• - ,

/\gO Hi§ children,* if any, do not succeed him* y </ , A / '$-
21 His body is not buried, but nevertheless, j ' ? , L
22 He has • one or more holy sepulchres. ’ , ’ z >

Aragorn’s historycomparedwith the twenty-two heroic characteristics:
■; ~ - J1 V f • t ■ < ■; ‘ ; ' : ' • > . SS<. -■

1 Gilraen, Aragorn’s mother, was of royal lineage; h^r? fa then, Dirhael,-was direc t- 
r i ’ ly descended frbmAranarth, first/Chieftain of;the Dunedain and only sen of

Arvedui Last-King. ‘ ' // , ' ' , r >'/ ,
2 Arathorn,; father of AragbipV wai not; king, but .Chieftain of the Dupe&ainand-, heir

to kingship by direct descent'-frcan Isildur through ArSnarth* . < ;A • •
i 3^.7 Arathorn was a near relative of Gilraen through their Common descent from Ardnarth

h NqLmention is made of unusual circumstances of Aragorn’s Conception,' but the mar- 
t . riage of Arathorn ahd Gilraen/ was dependent upon a prophecy of IvorWen mother 

'f of Gilraen, ' '/ '• y '< ■ -J ■/
5 Aragorn was, not reputedly;the son < god, ; A K ~ v” \ " t '
6 It was Known that the Enemy was seeking to discoyer the Heir of Isildur? ' .
7 Aragorn Was taken to Rivendell upon his father’s-death. .. .
8 There he lived as the foster son of Elrond. ,• j
9/' Little v is told of his childhood, „ \ v 1
10 Upon/reaching manhood, ^1 of Aragorn’s doom was laid-before him. At that time he

both returned; and went out to his future kingdom; he became Chieftain of the 
; A fhmedain and went secretly under the. name Thorongil to serve as Captain in 
' ' , ■ Gondor. ' 7 ■ '' . ' ’ ’ ./ ■ • ■

11 Aragorn whs never, victor in the;perscribed sense, but a doom was laid on him that
he must be worthy to rule both Arnor and Gondor before he could win Arwen’s 
hand* In a Mlit.ary sense, Aragorn was certainly a central figure,\ and-it was 

< he alone., in the whole of Rings Wo victoriously faced the dark lord ih His
;• ' palantir, ‘ : " r A r ' >• \ ' ~ "

?-12 Aragopn married Arwen Undomiel, daughter of Elrond Half el ven* "/. ‘ ; ,
13 Aragorn'became King.. He did so before he parried Arwen, but that is nbt signify

. . _ ■ leapt here. : , ■ ' < .. ; ! z *'
1U His long rule ‘wap uneventful except in that Gondorc bn tinted to warwith the men 

of Rhun apd Harad. 1 J . ' 1 : \ ■< 1 1 i
1£ Aragorn prescribed laws. Mdst of these dealt with the distribution of'lands* ' 
16 Aragorn did nbt Ibse favor with,the gods or his subjects. ‘ \

,17' Aragorn was not ;driyen from vthe city, " >' " z
18 Aragpm’s death was mysterious in that it Was willed by him^,,. although it came

. '• npt by his own hand. , , . . 1 1,
19' Aragorn c|ied op a hilltop in that the Hallows where he (met death were oh the 

hill-city Of I fnas'Tirf th. However, the statement that when Aragorn passing 
~ : "through Lorien with the.Fellowship walked down from Cerin Amrdth and "came

* 1 : there never agaiii as living man‘f almost seams' tb 'indicate that the' hill had
beep considered for hiS' future place of death. : : y. .

20 It is interesting that. Arwen’s history corresponds unpre exactly than Aragorn’s
i with points^ 17, 18,. and 19,- in that .she ; left the, city, although by her own

.... z will, and' died.^mysterio^ty ip t^^-she^was bprn’ with’the choice, of \ 1
immortality, upon CerlnH^^oth* ‘

20 Aragorn’s daughters .did suCbepd him, andrb$s s.on Eldarion, by all implications, 
ruled, after him! •• : 1 * ' ' / '

’21 Aragorn Was entomhed/in''theAmaildWSi.l ; A ■
< 22. His, Sepulchre dobs not seem to have be1^? epnsi^jed' holy. ;

. oOoEndbOo ■



I

Somehow, when I start working up a costume for one of those orIdshaking 
Fannish Events which is known as a science fiction convention, my mind goes immed
iately to Tolkien, and stays there. I'any’s the time that I've hunted through the 
volumes (all several of them), getting behinder in my costume construction schedule 
and swearing because, with all the indexing and studying and marveling about Tolk
ien's works, no one has ever compiled a summary of what his characters look like. 
(The Lord of the Rings is a vividly visual book; it would have to be to get through 
to"me, because as Greg can tell you I'm not-visually oriented.)

After doing my homework for this article, I believe I can tell you why. Tolkien 
doesn't give a whole lot of description, that's why. Nevertheless, there's plenty 
of material for prize-winning costumes; and I'll attempt to put it down in somewhat 
Dess than four volumes.

That, gentle reader, is the Statement of Purpose (not to mention justification) 
that is supposed to lead off an article. Nov; I owe you — and Greg — an apology.

rJhen this article first occurred to me, I intended to simply list the descrip
tions of the various Tolkien characters in order of appearance, starting with The 
Hobbit — and including page numbers just in case you didn't believe me. Then as 
T”dTcT’the reading for it, other possibilities began to occur to me; and finally a 
really definitive article took shape in my mind... So here it is, months later. 
The "definitive article" is still unwritten (and unlikely ever to be written), Ent
moot is late, and Greg has gone from waiting patiently to waiting impatiently. So 
it’s hack to the original plan, gang.

I would like to suggest as a possible future topic the descriptions of the 
objects in the Ring books, such as the necklace Girion lord of Dale were, or the 
horn of Boromir. There's more and more 3~D work being entered in the Art Show, 
and a compendium of these possible objects d'arte might well be useful to artists 
and craftsmen.

Let's start with a very basic question: ..hat do hobbits look like?



that is f even when they are 
on the Dwarves too.)

24
"They are... small people, smaller than dwarves (and they have no beards)... 

.They are inclined to be fat in the stomach; they dress in bright colours (chiefly 
green and yellow); vrear no shoes, because their feet grow natural leathery soles 
and thick brown fingers, good-natured faces, and laugh deep fruity laughs."

Now that's not much help in costuming, so I'll skip about a bit here. At his 
irthday party, Bilbo is described as wearing an embroidered silk waistcoat with 

gold buttons. From this we can deduce an outfit much like that of the English 
country gentlemen of the early-to-middle 1800's, don't you think?

Come to think of it, I prefer the description of hobbits given in The Fellow- 
_AP _2£ that of The Hobbit, which was just quoted. It is:

.. . For they ace a^little people, smaller than Dwarves: less stout and stocky,
c not actually much shorter." (And that gives us a line

. "Their height is variable, ranging between two and four feet 
oi cur measure... Bandobras Took (Bullroarer)...was four foot five and able to ride 
a horse. (Pippin and Ferry, you'll recall, passed the Bullroarer after they'd 
drunk the Ent-draught.)

f^ere were more than one kind oi hobbit, of course-. "The Harfoots were browner 
oi skin, smaller, and shorter, and they were beardless and bootless; their hands 
and leet were neat and nimble; and they preferred highlands and hillsides. ;The 
otoors were borader, heavier in build; their feet and hands were larger, and they 
preferred Hau lands and riversides. The Fall chides were fairer of skin and also of 

bhey ‘zere taller and slimmer than the others; they were lovers of trees 
°i-1J°OdlandS’" S° you're biondish and have elven leanings, you may be a 

all°? , ’ don't forget the golden-haired hobbit bairns who were born after the 
War of the Ring.

,, .BaC?" t’° the natural order of things, the Dwarves are better described in The 
Hobbit Than anywhere else, and for a wonder, the descriptions will be helpful for 
costuming. 7/e have:

scarlet

and

Dwalin: "a dwarf with a blue beard tucked into a golden belt, and very bright 
eyes under his dark-green hood."

Balin: "a very old-looking dwarf on the step with a white beard and a 
hood."
- m K1vi and F±li: ”tW° mOre dwarvesJ> both with blue hoods, silver belts, 
yellow beards; and each of them carried a bag of tools and a spade."

ori, Nori, Ori, Oin and Gloin, with: "two purple hoods, a grey hood, 
hooo and a white hood were hanging on the pegs, and off they marched with 
oroad hands stuck in their gold and silver belts to join the others."

~ Bonbur and especially Thorin: "two yellow’.hoods and a pale green
one; and also a sky-blue one with a long silver tassel." (Bombur was the fat one, 
remember?) ’

Gloin reappears in Vol. I of LotR as "a dwarf of important appearance* 
dressed. His beard, very long and forked, was white, nearly as white as the 
urn.te cloth of his garments. He wore a silver belt, and round his neck hung 
of silver and diamonds."

a brown 
their

richly 
snow
fl chain

man withThen.there is Gandalf. He appears first in The Hobbit as "a little old ___
a tall pointed blue hat, a long grey cloak, a silver" scarf over which his long white 
hoard hung down below his waist, and immense black borts... long bushy eyebrows that, 
•'--tuck out further than the brim of his shady hat..” (Seventy yenx-o later, at Bilbo’s 
birthday party, he hadn't changed a bit.)
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TJhile we’re still watching the dwarves gather at the door of the burglar 

(that's where we are, you know), we mustn't forget — as I nearly did — the instru
ments they brought along. "Kill and Fili rushed for their bags and brought back 
little fiddles; Dori, Nori, and Ori brought 
out flutes from somewhere inside their 
coats; Bombur produced a drum" (He would) 
"from the hall; Bifur and Bofur ’went out 
too, and came back with clarinets that 
they had left among the walking sticks.
Dwalin and Balin...came back with viols as 
big as themselves, and with Thorin’s harp 
wrapped in a green cloth."

During the conference about Smaug’s 
treasure — have you ever noticed what a 
singularly appropriate name that is for a 
smoke-breathing dragon? — Gandalf gave 
Thorin a key with a long barrel and intri
cate wards, made of silver. Thorin hung it 
around his neck on a fine chain, under his 
jacket. A detail — but details win auth
enticity prizes, sometimes.

Starting out on the Adventure, I 
suppose they all looked much the same — 
except for Bilbo, who was "wearing a dark
green good (a little weather-stained) and 
a dark green cloak borrowed from Dwalin. 
They were too large for him, and he looked 
rather comic." (I take this to mean that 
the hood wasn’t attached to'the cloak. They 
came both ways in medieval times.) And 
Gandalf, the showoff, was "very splendid on 
a white horse." But then you can't get 
horses into a convention hall, anyway... 
One of the problems with costuming from the Ring 
choose a character, but also a time or occasion,
different from Bilbo climbing out of the river with a cold in his nose; and that 
Bilbo is quite different again from Bilbo in his mithril coat under the ’mountain.

books is that you not only have to 
Bilbo starting out looked quite

Nov; the adventure is well started; we have come to the Last Homely House» El
rond, the master of the house, was "as noble and as fair in face as an elf-lord, 
as strong as a warrior, as wise as a wizard, as venerable as a king of dwarves, and 
as kind as summer." See what I mean about Tolkien’s descriptions? In Vol. I we get 
a bit more help: "His hair was dark as the shadows of twilight, and upon it was set 
a circlet of silver; his eyes were grey as a clear evening, and in them was a light 
like the light of stars."

Enter the 
eyes."...large 
I believe, but 
indeed.

villain — Gollum. "Dark as darkness, except for two big round pale 
feet...long fingers ... only six teeth...once a hobbit-like creature, 
lean and withered and furtive now. Gollum would be a challenge

Beorn: "a huge man with a thick black beard and hair, and great bare arms and 
legs with knotted muscles. He was clothed in a tunic of wool down to his knees, and 
was leaning on a large axe.L' Although Bearn is supposed to be a shape-changer, we 
never quite see him in his bear shape.



.♦.The Elves of Mirkwood, dressed in green and brown, with their "woodland 
king with a crown of leaves upon his golden hair... some were harping and many were 
singing. Their gleaming hair was twined with flowers; green and white gems glinted 
on their collars and their belts; and their faces and their songs were filled with 
mirth." In his cavern home, the Elvenking wore a crown of berries and red leaves, 
and held a' carven staff of oak.

Not many of you will try to costume as Smaug — but I can't help describing him 
to you in all his glory. Smaug is a favorite of mine (and of the good Professor's, 
I suspect).

"There he lay, a vast red-gold dragon, fast asleep; a thrumming came from his 
jaws and nostrils, and wisps of smoke, but his fires were low. in slumber. Beneath 
him, under all his limbs and his huge coiled tail...lay countless pil.es of preciouo 
things...with wings folded like an immeasurable bat, turned partly.on one side... 
his long pale belly crusted with gems and fragments of gold from his long lying on 
his costly bed... Up he soared blazing into the air and settled on the mountain-top 
in a spout of green and scarlet flame."

Nearly to the end of The Hobbit, Thorin gives to Bilbo the mithril coat which 
later saves Frodo’s life in the Mines of Moria. It was "a small coat of mail, 
wrought for sone young elf-prince long ago. It was of silvered steel and ornamented 
with pearls, and with it went a belt of pearls and crystals. A light helm of figured 
leather, strengthened beneath with hoops of steel, and studded about the brim with 
white fems, was set upon the hobbit's head."

And we get another glimpse of the dwarves — Durin's warriors — almost the last 
descriptive passage about them in the saga. "Each one of his folk was clad in a 
hauberk of steel mail that hung to his knees, and his legs were covered with hose 
of a fine and flexible metal mesh... in battle they wielded heavy two-handed mat
tocks; but each of them had also a short broad sword at his side and a round shield 
slung at his back. Their beards were forked and plaited and thrust into their belts-. 
Their caps were of iron and they were shod with iron, and their faces were grim."

I have come nearly to the end of my allotted space, and have only just looked 
through The Hobbit. The rest will have to wait for another installment, if Greg wil^. 
be so kind as to give me the room. Before I sign off, though, I'd like to say a few 
words about costuming in general.

Some purists will tell you that only maidens wore their hair free-flowing in 
medieval times; wives and mothers (generally a synonymous term) covered their hair. 
But Tolkien speaks of "Galadriel tall and white...in her hair was a circlet of 
flowers". In general, Tolkien's characters have long and flowing hair (the men's, 
too, though more short than that of the women, I suppose); and it was not confined, 
with the exception of Eowyn when she rode to war.

I am told I have too feminine a taste in fabrics. That's natural — but I'm 
not convinced it's true. I'd make most Tolkien costumes in velvet, brocade, cloth 
of gold — whatever was avail able in exotic fabrics — except, of course, in the 
case of the hobbits, Strider, or for that matter any of the Nine Walkers while on 
their journey. Men wore soft or metallic-threaded fabrics in bright colors in the 
Middle Ages, quite as much as women did; and to me the period of the book .is anal
ogous in many, many ways to the Middle Ages.

I hope this article might have been of sane help to you. Have fun I

—Felice Rolfe



X. The problem of diverse modes of •writing with one set of characters, often 
discussed with regard to the Tengwar, is no less acute with the Certar. Not only 
are there numerous Elvish and Dwarvish modes set forth in Appendix E—systems of 
assigning values to the consonantal signs— but furthermore, there seem to be 
almost as many ways of indicating English vowels with the eleven vowel-runes as 
there are users of the Certar. I1 or this reason I propose a phonetic mode of writing 
English with Certar, incorporating a vowel-system based on the Simpson or Seidman 
classification of vowels for the Tengwar, and depending almost entirely on the 
Angerthas Moria for the consonants. (Th* Angerthas Moria are less logical than the 
older Angerthas Daeron; nevertheless, it is the Moria system that is followed in 
the title-page and tomb inscriptions, and by most Certhists of my acquaintance.)The 
consonant-system of a Certar-mode is almost totally independent of the vowel-system 
unlike the Tengwar (cf. the mode of Beleriand); so it is possible to use the Anger
thas Daeron for consonants and this system for vowels in the same mode.

make no distinction between 
for "r-colored" vowels. Those 
indicate "r-coloring". thus:

hard and soft "r" in this system, nor do I account 
who wish to might use a sign after a vowel to 
beer ; bear 5 bower t

2"H" as in "huge".
Of course, those who want may use 

feel inclined to represent non-English
Girth not included in this table if they 
sounds, or use other signs for contractions.

have invented four Cirth: a new "y" to free lzj for the vowel-system; a new "hy" 
for similarity to "y" and symmetry with "w"/"wh"; and a "bite" and a "sound" 
because there was none available. , .



28 TOLKIEN IN PAPERBACK’?

by Ned Brooks

Yes, fandom, we suddenly find the fabulous :'iddlc-Earth epic very much in 
paperback, tho to many of us it seems that the only appropriate edition «.ould be 
one on vellum, bound in unborn unicorn hide. Be that as it may, I find that I have 
essentially all of the current editions, so I thought a brief review and some com
ments would be in order.

First let's define what we are talking about here, for anyone who came in la te. 
The I‘iddle-Earth epic consists, so far, of four books, in the following order: THE 
HOBBIT (H), THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING (F), THE TWO TOWERS (T), and THE RETURN OF 
THE KING (R). The last three are referred to as a trilogy, THE LORD OF THE RINGe; 
and the letters I have placed in () after each will be needed later, for brevity. 
Incidentally, two further Liddle-Earth epics are rumored, THE SIL ARILLION and THE 
AKALLABETH.

Let us start with THE HOBBIT (H). There have been, to my knowledge, five edit
ions, if we ignore the . minor differences between the current hardcover US edition 
and its British counterpart. It is my understanding that the pages in the current 
editions are printed from the same plates, so that only the binding and dust-jacket 
differ. So we have:

H - The current hardcover edition, Houghton-1 Tifflin, Boston, nd, nineteenth print
ing. Some earlier printings of this edition contained a color frontispiece by 
Tolkien which was dropped somewhere between the 13th and 19th printings. The 
black and white illus. are the same in all hardcover editions. This edition 
will be used as the "base^ in all page number conversion equations.

H-, - THE FIRST EDITION. Actually, there are two editions here, the page numbering 
1 being identical. A US first edition had four color plates by Tolkien, while

the British first edition had only the color frontispiece. The US 1st.was also 
a slightly larger book, while subsequent US editions were like the British
1st edition. At least this is my understanding of the matter. In any case, the 
"Hn11 editions have the same page numbering (pagination^ for any bibliographic
al snobs in the audience). The important difference between the "H" and the 
"H ’’ editions is that in "H" part of chapter five has been revised

H - The British paperback edition, the "p" standing for "Puffin”. rublished by 
Puffin Books in 1961. The text is identical with the current hardcover edition 
(H), except that the Puffin edition omits to mention that chapter five has 
been revised. Gpod cover by Pauline Baynes.

H-g - The US paperback edition, the "B" standing for Ballantine. Published 196?. 
Text is identical with base edition (H).

Page Number -Conversion Equations for HOBBIT (accurate to within 2 pages I hope):

H-]_- H: Thru page 90(H),

Pages 91-100(H)

Page 100"(H)on,

H-j_= H

H^ text different from H 

H1= H-? or, H- H / ?

Note: Unless otherwise stated, page numbers vefoi- ho base editions.



Hp- H: 7 t Throughout* 0.90H /~1, or, H^sl.llHp-1 “ r

Ha- H: Throughout, HB a O.89H Z 5, or, H=-1.12HB-6 ■
< ■’■■■' - . • ! I. ' .

1 ■ ’ , * ■ \ , '■ ■ ' - / - , ■ 

ISy deathless curse on the editor if he prints those equations wrong. The symbol L 
V” is ’'plus’1, of course..

■■ - •- •* , . , . ■■ / \ 
The case of the three-volume LORD; OF THE RINGS (vol 1, FELLOWSHIP (F), vol 2,

TWO TOWERS (T)., and vol 3 RETURN...(R) is somewhat simpler: .

F,T.,it - The hardcover edition of the trilogy, being in three vols in the order 
,.s . c given* The US (Houghton-Mifflin) and British7( Allen & Unwin) editions 

L ; differ only in 'binding and dust jacket. I/did (hear a rumor some time 
ago of a one-volume LORD GF THE RINGS, but: never got any confirmation.

F^, ^A’^A “ Ths first US paperback, publish by Ace. Pirated in the view of some, 
tho Ace’s legal 'position is unassailable. Garish covers by Jack Gaughan 
Price per volume, 196^. Appendix page references not corrected.

. F^,Tg.,Rg - Th© Ballantine, paperback edition, touted aS "Authorized”, withSsome 
T additional-material by Tolkien, mainly in the foreword and appendices e 

J and the addition of several indices. Covers betten than Ace, but anon.
. / In vol 1 (Fjpk the rihg inscription on page 80»is upside-down.

Page Numbey Conversion Equations for FELLOWSHIP GF THE RING (vol 1 of the trilogy):

, FA- F: Bdok 1 (thru p.227), Fa-I.OSF/^ or, Fz:b;.95FA-2

, Book 2 (p.231 on), Fa=1.05? Z 1 or, F=O.95FA-1- ' .J . . . ■ \ I ' ■ ~.
FB-Fs Book 1' (thru jp.227) FB-1.23F Z 7 or, F-O,81FB-6

Book 2 (p.231 on), FB»1.21tF /a3 or, F = O.81FB-2 <

Page Number Conversion Equations for THE TWO TOBERS (vol 2 of the trilogy):

' TA-Tt Book/3 (thru p.206), Ta=.1.O6TZ5 or, T-O.92TAZ5, ; t
’’’ '‘7 '■ ... •- - _ . - ' ' . . ‘y'--'.'''' . , V

..Bqok lp(p.2O9 on), TA= 1.10T-7 or, T= 0.91TA Z, 6

TB-T: Book 3 and Book b, TB=-1.28T-2 or, T^O.7<8TbI 2

Page Number' Conversion Equations for THE RETURN OF THE KING (vol 3 of ihe trilogy):
• ■ -' \ ‘ > 

RA-R: Book 5 (thru p.169) RA=1.12R-7 or, R=0.90RA / 6 ' ,
' J (Book 6 (p.|73 on) RA=1.13H-11 br, ZR= O:89Ra Z 10, /

Appendices (photbcopy)RA=-r Z 28, or, R-R* ”28J

RB-R: Book 5 (thru p.169), RB=1.26H-5\or, R=O.79RB Z b

. 1 ■ • Book 6 (p.173 on),r RB=1.26R-7 or, R=0.80RB Z h

’ Appendices revised from earlier editions < < / 1
' ■ ; > • " ’ - ■■ •’ .. ' .1- . ■ ■ • 7 ■ . 7 - 7 ; v ■ ' /



MUSIC IN MIDDLE EARTH

THIS DAS AL'YAYS ONE OE THE MOST POPULAR SUBJECTS IN ENTMOOT’S LETTER COLU'N. 
IT ALL STARTED IN THE FIRST ISSUE WITH THIS CO'*'ENT FROM

HARRY DARNER, JR.

"Bruce Pelz has published several musical settings of Tolkien poems. They 
consist of the vocal line and indication of the chords that should accompany the 
song, not a fully-written out accompaniment. It would be interesting to discover 
now many different notions exist on what kind of music the Ring poems should 
get. I imagine that most Tolkien fans would expect something simple, folksongish 
in character, but i don8t remember much reference to musical instruments in the 
Tolkien novels, certainly the situations under which most songs were sung pre- 
vended accompaniment, and does this mean the songs should be set as unaccompan
ied songs? Should they he sung in four-square rhythm to fit the regularity of 
the meter, or should they have irregularities like most old folk songs? Should 
the settings sound in general like the folk music of some part of the British 
Isles to go with the English allusions in the literary side of the Tolkien books? 
Should uhey be sung by men at all, since such tiny creatures as hobbits undoubt
edly had high-pitched voices from short vocal chords?"

THAT SINGLE PARAGRAPH GENERATED A GREAT DEAL OF RESPONSE, REVEALING THAT 
THIS WAS A SUBJECT NEARLY ALL THE READERS HAD THOUGHT ABOUT A GREAT DEAL AND, 
IN SO?® CASES, FELT VERY STRONGLY ABOUT. HERE ARE SOME OB' THE CO*"ENTS THAT 
APPEARED IN ENIMOOT #2:

BANK_S MEBANE, .. '

I got a copy of ENTMOOT at the Midwestcon, and it interested me considerably, 
since I am a Tolkien fan. Harry Darner’s thoughts about music for the Talkien 
poems caused me to examine my own feelings on the matter, and I find that I had 
been unconsciously thinking of the Hobbit songs in terms of German drinking 
songs, and equating the Elven ballads with Schubert lieder —all of which reflects 
my rathci' schmaltzy musical haste. I know I was shocked-when I first heard George 
Heap’s folk-song setting of Gildor’s "Snow-white! Snow-white!", although I later 
came to like it, but the initial shock must have come from my unformulated 
Schubert pre-conception.

-/My personal belief is that the 'modern folksong’ would fit the Elvish songs 
perfectly, I have heard most of Marion Bradley's tunes and several others, and 



they sound so wonderfully elvish to me that I am sometimes deeply moved emotionally 
by them— a case in point being IIZB’s tune for the Lament for Boromir especially. 
VJhile all the elvish songs had a regular metre to them I see this as no reason 
why the music played behind them cculdnSt have contained variations; maitf of our 
modern folksongs also have regular metre} but they all have complex guitar varia
tion in the background, and sound perfectly fine. :7e know that irregular music 
was known in 'Middle-earth, as witness many of the Hobbit songs. hlien it comes 
to musical instruments, I'm not sure; the. Elves-may have had all sorts of wonders 
in their Golden Age, any of which may or may not have been left over in the Third 
Age. But, since we know that their strength was in Nature, we can assume that any 
instruments the Elves used were primarily of the string.and reed variety. They 
must have had some equivalent' of the guitar or lyre, most likely a harp of some 
kind, and many kinds of sophisticated pipes. I doubt if they used any brass in
struments, although they might have known something about percussion (but I doubt 
if they used it too extensively; for all that I love drums, they're not Elvish). 
■Many of the Hobbit songs are perfect German drinking songs—and it is that very 
fact that disturbs me every time I try to peg them neatly into England or Ireland. 
TJhile the Hobbits' names and environment are beyond all doubt English, their 
habits and customs are German. But then some Hobbit songs sound Elvish ("The Road") 
and I was also quite shocked when I heard Ted Johnstone sing the "Troll" song to 
a folk tune—it sounded wonderful, but I had the same problem you did, with my 
subconscious conceptions of all Hobbit songs as German drinking songs, and all 
Elf songs as folk tunes, and the two very removed from one another./b-'

FRED HOLUiNDiiJR,

I would think that the songs of the Hobbits wound be very much litce English 
folk songs in form and meter. And in the way they are sung. They wouxd be sung 
by groups with little or no accompaniment. Possibly a lute—like instrument could 
be used, but I know of no mention of anything like it in the books. -/It occurred 
to me since replying to Banks -'ebane's letter that some oi the Hoooit songs woulo. 
also sound good accompanied by a fiddle and that in fact we know that uhe Hobbits 
did have fiddles (1-170-2.)/™

The songs of men were probably accompanied by a lute-]ike or lyre-like in
strument. I know of no evidence of this but it feels right to me. Possibly be
cause they are mostly lays, and as such would be sung by minstrels who are noun- 
ally accompanied by themselves on the lute or lyre. The marching songs of men 
would be accompanied by drums and quite possibly by trumpets as the rhythm is 
right for such accompaniment.

The songs of the Elves presented the greatest problem to me as I ar as musical 
accompaniment went. I have an image in my mind of a harpist or a flutist accompan
ying them, but perhaps that is because the songs of the elves are sad songs, ana 
both the harp and the flute can be sad instruments. As for the songs themselves, 
they are obviously not choral songs and would probably be sung by the minstrel or 
by one elf with a particularly good voice, though all elves had good voices.

The hobbits probably do not have exceptionally high voices, no higher than 
children's at any rate. If you wi lire; lember they were several tunics mis taken for 
children during their Journeys through 1Middle Earth.

Speaking of musical instruments., the only ones that I know of that are mon 
tinned in the books are drums and horns,. -/Offhand I can think of a few mor*-« 
harps, viols, flutes, and fiddles. There may be more,./-
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CUYLER './ARNELL BROCKS, JR.

As to music in Middle-Earth, there certainly were instruments (see p.2U5,vl), 
but Tolkien gives no detail. The Elves at Rivendell had instruments and there is 
much mention of "music and singing". I suppose the same was true in Ldrien. There 
is no specific mention that I can remember of the Hobbits having instruments, but 
I would expect them to have simple ones. Everything else being equal, the Hobbits1 
voices would be higher-pitched than men’s voices, due to their smaller size. How
ever, I get the impression that the Hobbits are somewhat more heavy-set than the 
average man. Here size is not everything; after all, 'women’s voices are more high- 
pitched than men’s though the size difference is small... My own guess would be 
that the Elves’ music would be more highly developed and intricate, more sophisti
cated, while that of the Hobbits would be more folk-type. Also, the Elven music 
that most impressed the Hobbits would probably be the simpler songs. George Heap 
sings ELBERETH GILTHCNIEL to a folk melody and it sounds good to me. I don’t know 
if this will mean anything to anyone else, but it has been suggested that some of 
the Elven music might have been something like the SONGS OF THE HEBRIDES, and I 
rather think that their grander efforts might have sounded like the 12th century 
PLAY OF DANIEL. Varner speaks of the Hobbits as "tiny"; they were 3-li feet tall. 
I would guess that their voices were a pleasant middle pitch.

LITH THE INTRODUCTION OF THE HATTER OF THE PITCH OF THE HOBBITS’ VOICES, THE 
DISCUSSION CONTINUED IN ENTHOOT #3:

JUNE M. KONIGSBERG,

V/ith all the opinions being given on the pitch of Hobbit voices, I am mildly 
surprised to find that no one apparently went to Tolkien to see what his opinion 
was. Early in The Hobbit, perhaps the first or second page, Tolkien states that 
they have "deep, rich, fruity laughs." Now I contend that anybody with a laugh 
of that description is not going to have a rhigh, shrill voice.

It is true that when^Treebeard first meets Merry and Pippin, he refers to 
their "nice little voices4'—reminded me of something I cannot remember—" but it 
must be recalled that Treebeard’s own voice is like the rumbling of a great organ, 
so that just about any voice above basso profundo would sound "nice and little" to 
him.

Also, in the passage where Frodo is trying to escape from Old billow— :an, and 
first meets Bbmbadil, there is a reference to "the S’ound of his own shrill voice." 
This is not conclusive evidence, since a state of fear such as Frodo was being 
subjected to would tighten anyone’s vocal chords, producing a shrill effect.

In concluding, I will say that I personally believe that Hobbits had as wide 
a range of voice qualities as Men. As far as the Hobbits being mistaken for chil
dren is concerned, that was more because of their size than their voices. If you 
recall, even Sam mistook Merry and Pippin for children until he got a better look 
at them, when Pippin told bin' " /e arc knigh+.s of the City and.of the • ’ark, as I 
hope you observe."

HARRY }AiRNER, JR.

To think out the question of musical settings requires first of all some 
decisions on basics. How authentic should we be? If we search through the novels 
for every morsel of information about music in riddle Earth, and apply the findings 
to the music we create for the songs, should we also seek authenticity in the 
form of rejecting musical features that have evolved in the past few centuries 
and wouldn’t have existed in the time of the Hobbits and the elves except through 
the most improbably coincidence? I’m thinking primarily of the tempered scale that 
has become common property in the western music of the past couple of centuries.



Some genuine folk songs in rural areas exist today without tempered intervals, 
using instead the ’’natural11 intervals that were abandoned when composers wanted 
to modulate from key to key freely and couldn't on keyboard and most brass and 
woodwind instruments. Moreover, should we consider the use of harmony in the ac
companiments to the Tolkien poem settings to be authentic? Harmony in the sense 
that we know it is extremely rare in genuine folk music, which usually gets 
along with nothing more elaborate than drone effects or whatever harmony comes 
accidentally from primitive polyphony.

Even if the world of Tolkien had once existed, it would be as difficult to 
reconstruct accurately its music from the clues the author gives us as it is to 
know exactly how the Greeks sang and performed music in the age of Sophocles. So 
I think that the fan who wants to provide music for the Tolkien poems must make 
seme decisions. He can create music that is consistent with wEuat we know about 
the folk music of the more primitive races of today. He can decide that Middle 
Earth was such a civilized and advanced era that its music would have been con
siderably more sophisticated than any folk music known to us fully or in part. 
Or he can simply decide which sort of music known to him is most appropriate to 
the Tolkien poetry, in his opinion, and write new music in that style.

My own feeling is that the second alternative would be the best. I would 
hate to think that such complicated and intelligent individuals as those invented 
by Tolkien sang in the manner of the American Indians or danced to primitive 
sambas. I would like to think that there were individuals who composed music in 
Middle Earth rather than an elementary sort of music springing up by spontaneous 
generation. If you're right about the lack of brass instruments, we can guess that 
quite subtle variations of pitch could have existed. I'd like to hear music for 
the iolkien poems that was capable of making sense when sung unaccompanied, as 
many of the poems must have been sung. It should be melodies that sound a bit 
different from art or folk music that we hear frequently, perhaps through the use 
of one of the rarer modes, perhaps by an occasional introduction of quarter-tones. 
One excellent way to get away from downright imitation of existing folk music 
would be avoidance of strophic settings: a different melody for each stanza or 
alternating melodies for long poems are ways in which composed music differs from 
folk music, which normally repeats the same phrase (in primitive stuff) or melody 
endlessly with as many variations as the words in each stanza require.

Incidentally, anyone who is interested in more sophisticated musical versions 
of the Ring poetry might like to see how Brahms handled a set of poems vaguely 
reminiscent of those Tolkien wrote. He composed for voice and piano = 15 poems 
by Ludwig Tieck, a German author. They were intersperced originally by Tieck 
in his prose version of a 12th century Provence legend about a young man's ad
ventures in the age of chivalry. Tne voice sings fiarly simple melodies, fre
quently sounding as if it were derived from folk melody, while the piano provides 
quite complex accompaniments. Dietrich Fischer Dieskau recorded the whole batch 
on a Decca Ip that has been out of the catalog for a long time but really ardent 
thinkers about music for Tolkien might find it in a library or college record 
collection, and it could conceivably be available on one of the European labels 
that are imported by large stores but aren't listed in the Schwann catalog. The 
original Geman poems have much more the flavor of Tolkien than the English 
translation; but there is the major difference that Tieck was writing about a 
struggle for the sake of a woman's love instead of an effort to save a people 
from evil and the songs reflect this romantic goal in a way that you won't find 
in Tolkien's poems.





The pompous title above merely means that this article will consider the dif
ferences between the original hardcover edition of the LotR trilogy and the Ballan
tine edition^ which has been revised by Professor Tolkien. I have compared the 
texts, of the two editions and will discuss them here for those ardent fans who are 
interested in the most minute details of Middle-Earth. Those’less fanatic will find 
little for them here except cause for amusement.

The large fold-out maps in the original books have been redrawn to fit on two 
facing pages in the paperbacks. In this reduction of scale, much detail has been 
necessarily omitted, but most of that pertinent to the narrative has been retained 
(although^ the-Bar row Downs have bpen squeezed into invisibility). The map of the 
Shire which took, one page in the hardback has been redrawn into one page of the . 
paperback, but all detail has been retained.

A new Foreword replaces the old one, and a Note on the Shire Records has been 
added after the Prologue. The new Foreword gives us more information on Tolkien's 
composition of the trilogy and emphatically denies any allegorical intention or al
lusion to contemporary events in the books. The Note on the Shire Records adds to 
our knowledge of Middle-Earth after the War of the Rings. We learn that the Red 
Book was copied in Gondor by Findegil, King’s Writer, and that many additions and 
corrections 'were made there. Vie learn that Faramir had a grand-son, Barahir, -who 
wrote the full tale of Arwen and Aragorn. We learn that the sons of Elrond long re
mained at Lmladris after their father's departure overseas, and that Celeborn join
ed them there, The information about the sons of Elrond is most inexplicable5 we 
kncF.‘r that tb the children of Elrond was given a choice, either to go into’the West 
with their father, or, if they remained behind in Middle-Earth, to become mortal and 
die there. Arwen chose to stay with Aragorn, but no reason is given Why Elladan and 
Elrohir should do so, nor are we told if they did in fact become mortal and die in ‘ 
Middle-Earth.

— ■ .

The changes In the Frologue are minor. The past of the Shire is tied more1 clo- 
sley to the other historical events mentioned in the annals in Appendix B, in that 
the Great Plague of T.A< 1636-37 and the Long Winter of T.A. 2758-59 are mentioned. 
Mention‘is-ribiv made of the fact that Buckland and Westmarch were joined to the Shire 
in S.R. Ilf62, a number of years after the War of the Rings (Buckland had been more", 
or less autonomous previously). One alteration on page 1-15 (2h)(page references 
will be given in pairs, with the hardcover number in open text and the corresponding 
Ballantine number in parentheses. The Roman numerals refer io the volumes.) is puz
zling. The Shire is described in the hardcovers

Fifty leagues it stretched from the Uestmarch under the Tower 
Hills to the Brandywine Bridge, and nearly fifty from the nni'llun-n 
moors to the marshes in the south. • •

The Ballantine version:
Forty leagues it stretched from the Fox Downs to the Brandywine 

Bridge and fifty from the western moors to the marshes -in the south.



The intention of the change is clear: the Westmarch was not a part of the Shire, in 
fact it did not exist, at the time which is being discussed. & puzzling features 
are the "Fox Downs’1 and the substitution of ’’western" for "northern". If one assumes 
that a typist or compositor was working frM Tolkien’s handscript, then ”Fox Downs!1., 
could be a typo for “Far Downs" (which ^0 Mill mentioned elsewhere in the paper
back), and “western” a typo for "northern". This idea receives some support from a 
garbled pa<Wgs^n 1^220^.(278) in the Ballantine edition which can most easily be 
interp^teiS-a^efe^i^ii^i -ofhandwritten additions to a typed or
printed passage. 1 ' . ' r ‘

In the body of the narrative, excluhise of the introductory material and the 
appendices, I have found 2hh points bn which -the texts differ, but only $2 of these 
are substantial changes. The remainder are either typographical errors or minor var
iations in usage; no doubt there are more of these, since! wasn’t particularly 
looking for them. '

The typos are of two kinds: those pecurrihg in the hardcover edition Which are 
corrected in the Ballantine edition,, and those (a rather larger number) made only 
in the paperback. Indeed the proofreading in the Ballantine version leaves much to 
be desired: the Ring inscription. on I-£9(80) is upside down, as are one panel of 
tengwar on the title page of THE TWO TOWERS and one line of certar on the title 
page of THE RETURN OF THE KING. .

The only typos that cause any trouble are those in which exotic words that are 
used only once differ in the two editions, “Cmentieimo” oh 1-90 (119) and "vinier" 
on I-39U (U89) become “omentielvo” and ■■Lanier". On 1-367 (U56), "vanimalda” her 
comes “vanimelda”, but this change in intentional since the name of the third reign
ing queen of Numenor is similarly changed on 111-31^ (390)» A few typos from the 
first edition have been preserved in the paperback. Examples of this are "Buinen” 
(for “Bruinen”) on 1-212 (268) and "Gandolf" on 1-2^2 (31h),

The changes in usage can be typified by two examples: “on to” and “for ever" 
are consistently written as two words in the hardcover, but become “onto” and 
“forever” in the paperback. There are similar changes in a few other cases, and a 
few grammatical corrections. :

Of the substantive changes, only two can be said to alter the story line in 
any way, and these are unimportant to the action. On I-86ff (llliff), several addit
ions and alterations now have Frodo, San, and Pippin turn off the main road to Stock 
•onto a lane leading toward Woodhall (shortly before they see the Black Rider for 
the second time and meet Gil dor); this change makes the narrative agree more exactly 

vwith the map of the Shire. An alteration, on III-lOlj. (127) now makes Theoden unaware 
Jjhat Merry has ridden with the Rohirrlm to Gondor, until he sees him on the battle
field.

A new translation has been given for Galadriel’s song on I-39U (li89); it seems 
to be more literally word for word-, which should! be of use to those interested in 
the Elven tongues. Diaereses have been added to every final "e” in th-is song, to 
emphasize that they are not silent in Elvish.

The remaining changes can be divided into three types: corrective, «mpUflea— 
tive and stylistic. I will cite examples of each but will not list them all.

The corrective changes remove inconsistencies within the narrative or between 
the narrative and the map (like the one cited above about the road to Stock). A 
series of changes on 1-212 (268), (270), 1-220 (278) (the garbled passage
mentioned earlier), and I-22U (283) changes the described relationship between the 
Bruinen and the Road from the Last Bridge to the Ford into better agreement with



i??™.(216) “e£ry's adcount of En'ffl00t i3 Ranged to indicate (correct- 
ly) that th^ Hobbits spent two nights with Brogalad. On-111-211 (2£) the White Tower 
thT^^rp £atl?°ms f?’0In base t0 Pinnacle’1 rather than "one hundred and fifty”; 
•J? s agrees with its base being 700 feet and its top 1000 feet above the plain, and 
is better engineering besides. ana

The changes which amplify the text are mostly for the nuroose of clearing ud 
.ambiguities. On page 1-208 (263)? - rearing up

h'ith a last effort, dropping his sword, Frcdo slipped the Ring 
from his finger and closed his right hand tight upon it.

ping his sword"' is a clarifying addition, since the action mid be’hard^Fvisualf 
jere grasping his sword. We also learn the eventual 'ate of that sZord ■ 

after it broke at the Ford: on,I-290 (362-3) in the scene In'wVch Bilbo gives^tinw 
to Frodo we now learn that Bilbo has the broken barrow-blag arid apoarentlv keens 

S?uh Change cleared UP a P°int that had always bothered me: on^I-l^ 
(237) before the tower of Orthanc, Eomer in reminding Thioden of th- injuries don- 
nS “entio"ed the death HLa his door-ward but no’t that of^hFodred'

__nis son, Theodred now has been added.

SsssraaW®’taaj^)1 °' 11-53 (62) (a Pity “ that touch

Appendices A and B in the third vol
ume have been revised more extensively 
.than any.other part of the trilogy. Some 
substantive changes of fact have been made, 
and some'new material has been added.

The changes of fact concern events 
outside the narrative proper. The text has 
been changed to indicate that Aragorn lived 

F'AJ 120> or twenty years longer 
• than had been originally reported. This 3 

change has not yet been carried out with < 
consistency: F.A. 100 becomes 

F.A.120 on III-318 (395), "five score" \ 
becomes "six score" on III-31-3 (li26), and ' 
the annal for. S.R. 1521 on III-378 (2^92) 
is revised and redated S.R. 1^1 • but ' 
roamn3Pl tfoT" iS Sti11 given as W 
on III 322i (2iO2), and the date of Gimli’s 
paya"g Jf n°t altered on the chart on 
I11-361 (U50).

Fe-'aeunFnf v® no® no longer the father of 
m-36? <) arg°yronci> we learn on 
Fefa^d\r^Ae^5nmfff^ an?Jher P^t of 

his new fathers name-

The ,nam?s °f Ki«gs of Gondor which for- 
y ended in "-hir" now end in "her" and 

menortaFF ab°V; Quee" ^^nimaldg’of Nu- 
menor has become Tar-VanimeldS.

~ Aragorn’s speech
oi v. impishness made Aragom seem more



The new material adds to our knowledge of the history of Middle-Earth. On III- 
31U (388) an added paragraph gives us information on the contention between F&anor, 
greatest of the Eldar, and Morgoth, the Great Enemy, in the First Age. On III-363 
(1+52-3) we get some new Elven family gossip: Celeborn was a kinsman of Thingol, and 
Celebrimbor was descended from FUanor. On III-318 (395) and III-326 (1+05-6) we learn 
more about the history of Gondor during the reigns of Narmacil I, Calmacil and Ro- 
mendacil II (who served as regent for the first two, his father and uncle); R^menda- 
cil1s son married Vidugavia’s daughter (v/e now learn that her name was Vidumavi) 
starting the Kinstrife. On III-31+9 (U35) additional material fills in the history of 
Rohan from Fr^alof to Folcwine, and the confusion over the name of Brytta-rLeofa is 
cleared up it seems that Brytta was called Leofa because he was well-loved.

Seme material has been added and some alterations made in the annals in Appen
dix B, but all of these changes merely date information already implied elsewhere.

There are numerous minor changes of wording and some errors and typos in the 
Appendices. "Atanatar" is still incorrectly rendered as "Atanamir" on III-366 (1+57), 
and the Annals for S.R. 11+55 and 11+62 have been telescoped (wrongly) on III-378 
(1171)> thereby eliminating Sam’s election to Mayor. The page references in the foot
notes to^ all the Appendices have been changed to correspond to the Ballantine pagi
nation, out unhappily this has not been done with the page references in the text 
exclusive of the footnotes. If an owner of the Ballantine edition will ~inerpjase 
these incorrectly given numbers by 25% he will get within a few pages of the correct 

•place.
The changes in the Appendices after B are unimportant for the most part. Some 

errors have been corrected: "Trewsday" is added on 111-389 (1+81+), and "eer" and 
"air" have been interchanged on III-39h (1191). The footnote on 111-385 (1+97) has 
been eliminated, thereby doing away with the Elvish words for day and night. A 
calendar reform has been carried out on III-386 (1+81).

The Indices added to the Ballantine edition are sufficient in themselves to 
make owning the paperbacks worthwhile for the ardent fan who already has the hard
cover set. There are two Indices for the songs, one for titles or subject-matter 

°?e X°r lines* There are three indices for persons, beasts and monsters, 
o_ places, and for things. There is an additional Index for persons, places and 

things mentioned only m the songs. These Indices do not, however, make Al Halevy’s 
include only names occurring in the main text, not those 

?nt4p^edThn~y in Appe5dlces^ 3116 they give no definitions or comments on the 
entries. They are very useful, however, for cross-checking while reading the books.

the casual Tolkien reader, the differences between the editions are not 
tie1s^me yor;<terful story, whether between hard covers or paper.

+l°rfU?hly dooked Tolkien fan, who is fascinated with’ the wealth of detail- 
h5s,?one mto the construction of Middle-Earth, will undoubtedly want to 

e both.editions - plus the second and more extensive revision, which is rumor
ed to be m the works.

ART CREDITS
COVER...................Jim Bogart

Janet Biggiestone..........3h
Diana Studebaker.............. 3
Jce Staton....21, 37, 1+2
Bjo Trimble.......................25

BACK COVER.........William J. Reynolds



A song in the mode ann-thennath by

... TED JOHNSTONE
LJper all the lands the fair folk trod,

The final eventide has come,
And those who wandered, silver-shod, 

Have faded from the changing land.
The march of man has pushed them from

Their forest lands and verdant sod
Until at last they must succumb

To forces they cannot withstand.

No more the fair Galadriel z
Will sing in green Lothlorien;

The empty halls of Rivendell, 
Deserted, silent, thick with dust,

Recall the empty hours when
They stood as lonely citadel

Against the coming age of Men,
But fell, as Elrond knew they must.

The shadows of the fading age
Grew long across the fields of gold]

The Elven-lords, each silent, sage,
Had left the flow’ring mallorn trees.

For them the world was growing old —
Though mankind saw a turning page —

The fair folk left their last freehold
And passed beyond the Sundering Seas.

And Cirdan wrought them ships which bore
Them from the Havens o’er the sea

And watched them sail for fairer shore
And leave the world of mortal man

In which no place for them could be.
And in this world they stay no more,

Rut dwell in Elvenhome the Free,
As fair as when the world began.

song 
sy $

is reprinted from Roquat 10 (Ruth Berman), and originally appeared in 
November, 1959•/-



CDYLER DARNELL (NED) BROOKS

Banks Mebane’s article is excellent, certainly much more interesting than mine. 
I wish I knew that much about the LOIR. There seems little to choose between "omen- 
tielmo" and "omentielvo", but it seems to me that ’’avanier" is more musical where 
it appears in the poem on p. Lj.89 of the Ballantine FOTR than the corresponding 
original "vanier".

Your stenciling of the tengwar for my poem is great. Even tho the poetry isn’t 
much, the comparison of the tengwar and the certar is very good. The tengwar are 
much shorter, besides being more beautiful. An ideal'language for poetry?

HARRY WARNER, JR. ... ... ••-••a •

Uhat does Middle Earthjuean? I don^_t recall any flat explanations of the term 
in the lour Tolkien books .i;.Qwn« The same pair of words occurs occasionally in non— 
Tolkienian sources,...particularly around.Elizabethan times when writers seemed to use 
them as a sort of short-hand for reminding their readers that earth stands midway 
geographically and. from the standpoint of happiness between heaven and hell. Is Tol
kien using the words because old writers used them or does he mean them to refer to 
a time era between prehistory and known history?

-/No, since the inhabitants of Middle Earth use the term themselves. I think 
the Elves may have introduced it—their name for Middle Earth (ennor, or endore) 
means literally ’middle-fand’. There are references to only 3 great geographical 
areas ohe Far West., Middle Earth, and the East. The Elves, coming from the West 
and presumable having knowledge of the East, may well have dubbed it that. I am not 
sure, but this has always, been my idea of what he meant by Middle Earth./-

MARK MANDEL

The name "Middle-earth” is probably, as you say, an East-West geographical al
lusion; however, Pippin mentions "Middle—earth and Over—heaven and...the Sundering 
Seas" (11-201), so it might possibly be (also?) vertical.

Those tiw in Ned Brooks' poem were well and handsomely drawn, though the Certh 
were kind of scraggly. But those dots aren't necessary— they’re not even part-of 
the.characters. Tolkien.put them in the chart only to separate the different temar: 
labials, dentals, palatals, gutterals, gutterals /w, assorted other consonants, 
vowels, and more miscellany. — - ..

TED JOHNSTONE

Got Entmoot 3 today. Most awfully pleased to see someone of your talent carry
ing on the good work. Banks Mebane's Prolegomenon was the basis of what could be 
quite a valuable piece of scholarship. Is he going to do a detailed analysis?

The poem on p.k is good in everything but choice of meter. The four-beat is es
sentially cheerful and bouncy, and quiteinappropriate. However, there are a number of 
very sad melodies in this meter; a felicitous marriage could surely be arranged. 
Lemme see what I can come up with.



JAMES WIGHT
I doubt if anyone is interested, but I might as well say that of all the char

acters in the Ring trilogy, the Ents fascinate me most. (I hesitate to say they are 
my favorites; it sounds so stupid.) Their psychology is much like that of the Ista- 
ri, but adapted to their particular characteristics. The expression of Treebeerd's: 
"Hocm", is one I have been using for some time now because it is so wonderfully 
expressive and rich. It seems to me that research into the Ents and their language 
could prove valuable. Perhaps I'll do it myself.

Your representation of the Feanorean on page 22 is extremely beautiful. Con
gratulations on a job excellently done. The Angerthas, however, are wretched. As 
you may or may not know, John Boardman and I worked out a method for playing Diplo
macy based in Middle-Earth. The map for this, with a sketch of the rules, was pub
lished in a previous Graustark,

DAINIS BISENIEKS

The first thing that deserves comment is Dave Hall's letter. By and large, I 
agree with it. Look: LoR is tne book I have read more times than any other. It is, 
as they say, not a book but a world, and I have not been able to resist filling in 
details out of my knowledge of something I'm fond of. "The Watcher in the Water and 
Others" (I Palantir 3) was more of a put-on, an exercise in style. But my interest 
in the coinage of the ancient world (reawakened by a prolonged stay in Israel) led 
me to eonsider the coins mentioned here and there in the books and to invent cred
ible (I hope) details: -who coined them, when, where, etc. The results are scheduled 
to appear in NIEKAS. No doubt when I see my article there I will not be happy with 
it; and I'll be tempted to improve cn it. But, by and large, I would make no radical 
changes. I believe that's the way it would really have been.

That is the kind of writing of which I approve; a labor of love founded on 
knowledge. The chemistry of hithlain has been added to my stock of knowledge about 
Middle Earth. But the notion tha~the Brown Lands are the result of any sort of 
atomic weapon - no. That is one of the things I do not wish explained. All that any
one could do is transfer a vague idea of modern science and the jargon of science 
fiction to Middle Earth, where it does not belong. For another example...one of the 
things that I shall never want to know is the atomic number of mithril. Is the dif
ference clear? If anyone, cut of a knowledge of his craft or hobby, can illuminate 
some obscure corner of Middle Earth, then and only then will I be grateful for his 
contribution.

Yes, and I also approve the few genuinely witty verses of the Orcs' Marching 
Song. Most of the others are too, well, orkish for my taste. I have written a verse 
to incorporate a dreadful pun that came to me:

Wormtongue he rode up, but he didn't stay to sup,
In the flood he soaked his coat and pants; 
Hobbits stayed and ate, and I heard them loudly state 
That it wouldn't be a picnic without ents.

And that leaves me feeling that I've shot my bolt.

-/Ouchl That's great; easily good enough to be included in the "official" ver
sion of the song. By the "few. genuinely witty verses" I presume you're referring 
to Dean Dickensheet's, and this beats any of his. For the uninitiated, the Orcs' 
Marching Song is a song based on the tune to the Jesse James song, with about II4 
different verses by Various fans, a perennial favorite whenever fans meet./-

About so much of the material in ENTMOOT and other zines I have deep misgivings. 
I don't believe the verses can ever rise above the level of pastiche. I have yet to



re

• see a convincing portrait of any of the people in the story; 
that needs competent artists, first of all. National Review 
Ap. 20, ’63 had some well-drawn hobbits to go with a two-page 

,ew of TREE AND LEAF, but they looked too elfin. Skinny. I 
cannot help feeling that Hannes Buk could have illustra
ted LoR in.a way that would violate nobody’s p: 
vision? I can just see P-oK’s version of the pul 
you know 
other night I dreamed, 
book sale an old first 
ted by him*

The elvish script

irivate 
?kel-men... 

characteristic texture of his rocks. The 
and in' color too, of finding at a 
edition of TOM BOfiBADIL illustra-

game I have not yet begun to play 
I am secretly wondering when the demand will be .great....
enough to justify the publication of BASIC INTRGDUCTCRY 
ELVISH?It might even replace Esperanto, whaddaya think?
I would learn Elvish, really, with perhaps more devotion 
than I gave to Hebrew (until I went to Israel). The 
spirit of the’ 
in many of 
Hillel and

of Rohan will be found, in my opinion 
the Hebrew songs on ’’Sengs of the Exbdus" by 
the Sons of Galilee. No connection, none what

soever, with the movie. Unfortunately, the 
record (Kapp KL-117U) is no longer avail
able.

Elvish song? I vote for the singing of 
Theodore Alevizos on ’’Songs of Greece" 
(Tradition TLP 1037) and another, nowunav- 
ailable record. Please, all you fans, go 
out and buy this record! I want to create 
a demand for Alevizos. While.you’re at it,

pick up a recording of Leos Janecek’s ’’Sinfonietta" or his Slavonic Mass, both av- 
ailable on several recordings. It 5s music completely without schmaltz - there,

..that’s the nest thing I can briefly say about it.

BRUCE ROBBINS

Middle-Earth is a Scandinavian term meaning simply "World of Men", thus clearly 
placing Tolkien’s world on Earth; I presume to think before the dawn of histoiy. I 
got this datum from Lin Carter’s masterpiece of scholarship in XERO 7-9• I have 
written Lin for permission to reprint it with additional observations by me. So far 
I have had no reply.

• Actually. the copyright 'situation works for Tolkien in ro far as a movie ver
sion is concerned. Say, for example, that Disney decided to do his own (sickening) 
version of THE LORD OF THE RINGS. First, he'll have to follow the plot of the public 
domain version strictly; any deviation can be interpreted as plagiarism of the copy- 
writed version. Burroughs fans will remember the Charlton comic JUNGLE TALES OF 
TARZAN, which was forced to cease publication and destroy all remaining stock, As 
you may know, the. book JUNGLE TALES OF TARZAN is in the public domain. Charlton 
meant to produce a comic which adhered to the book— in a couple of miner places 
they didn’t so it was possible to interpret the comic as plagiarizing copyrighted 
Tarzan books„ Secondly, even if Disney does make the movie, not only will he lose 
the possible profits by not being allowed to show the movie in England and else
where, you can be darn sure England will not allow Disney to show any other of his 
movies in Commonwealth countries until he pays royalties for profits made on the 
showing of the Tolkien movie in the USA. I think Tolkien is pretty well protected 
from having his work distorted on the screen in a big way. (Small companies might 
Venture unauthorized Tolkien movies, but their creations would hardly cause the 
damage Disney could inflict-.-)



The fifth printing of Ballantine's HOBBIT still has the same old cover, which 
Tolkien himself has criticised. It has thicker caper too, to make it look worth tie 
outrageous 950 price tag—hell, many a 750 Ballantine original is longer than THE 

’ HOBBIT. The third printing of the Ballantine FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING still has the in
scription upside down.. Some "Authorized Publisher" Ballantine has turned out tc be.

■..And while I’m at it, Ballantine has still not answered Wollheim’s open query in 
YANDRO some issues ago as to what Ballantine is doing with the extra 200 per volume 

. they’re charging—just exactly now well is Tolkien faring financially by Ballantine? 
Ahd lest one think it was a noble act on Ballantine’s part to publish an authorized 
edition of Tolkien—they were forced to. Ballantine and Houghton ’"if fl in have been 
publishing together for years. Were it not for this liason Ballantine may well have 
done what Ace did.

HARRY WARNER, JR.

I wouldn't risk any remarks on the controversies over Tolkien languages and \ 
penmanship under any circumstances. But one thing occurred to me, time after time as 
I read through this issue. The arrival of war would kill Tolkien fandom before it 
affected any other forms of fanac. Everyone mentioned in any Tolkien fanzine would 
be behind bars as soon as a postal censor saw all those squiggles and unknown words 
and decided that the whole thing was a clumsy vehicle for concealing the transmission 
of classified information.

Beth Ned Brooks and Banks p’ebane give me the strangest sense that Tolkien was 
an author who lived and died centuries ago, on whom modern scholarship is. concentray j. 

■ting in an effort to unearth long-forgotten secrets about meaning. Their research is 
uncannily like some of the investigation that has been proceeding for the past cou
ple of centuries into Shakespeare and the variations in the earliest editions of his 
plays. If by some chance Tolkien should be recognized eventually as one of the great 
writers of all time, studies like these might be the keys toward unlocking mysteries 
that would be almost impossible to solve a couple of centuries from now. Neither. I 

-t notice, mentions the luxury edition of Tolkien that is supposed to exist; but if 
there is such a thing, I assume that it would be identical in text and pagination 
with this or that hardcover version,and would vary only in the type of binding and 
perhaps quality of paper. -/Right you are. Same book, including paper, as the oth r 
hardcover editions, black quality binding with gold lettering, and a little gold 
placemarking ribbom, and it comes in a box with 'illustrations on it by Pauline BaynC..

■

The only Hollywood figure whom I'd really want to see tested as a producer or 
director of Tolkien fiction is Charlie Chaplin. I don’t mean that I’d like tc have 
him turn them into comic movies. But I believe that Chaplin is one of the few Holly-’; 
wood figures who had the intensity of purpose and the courage to be different, to 
avoid the stereotypes and obvious ways of appealing to the public. If he "vere

. ' enough, if financing could be worked out, if he v/ere interested, I believe that he 
would get into the spirit of the Tolkien story'and make it something as distinguishes 
and as different from the comedies that we think of vfhen We think of Chaplin as his 
last twp or three full.-length movies were different in theme and manner from the 
skapstick that made him famous. ■'■ ■■ i

FRED HOLLANDER

C.S., Levris, in his Narnia books for children, de veil oped a race of trees which 
moved and spoke and whose personality varied with the kind of tree that they caiiie 

’ from. They'were created by As]an when he founded Narnia, and although their powers
. - diminished as different rulers came to the country, they still existed up to the

■ . time of Caspian X. Those were in some way similar to the Dryad and HampdvyadB c-if
1, : Latin mythology, and were in fact called by those names, though there is only cue

instance that I know of where they are menM+.Ujr tree form entirely,' 
so they could not have been exant.iy sWlm*.




